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News and Markets
Enabling Indian manufacturers to proudly claim “Made by India”
Beckhoff is extending its automation platform consisting of PC-based control technology, I/O systems
and drive technology in order to enable machine
manufacturers to design high performance
machines for higher profitability & quality. The
company also enables every manufacturer to
achieve Industry 4.0 compliance, such as high-performance machine construction, factory automation, Machine to Machine & Machine to Business
Connectivity for optimizing manufacturing efficiency and enabling smart factories. Beckhoff can be
a catalyst enabling Indian engineers to produce
world-class machines and factories using PC based
automation solutions leveraging the integrated
benefits of Information Technology & Automation

Technology using TwinCAT 3 software engineering
tool. Customized manufacturing, Networked
manufacturing & Smart Connectivity enables compliance of machines with Industry 4.0 standard.

www.beckhoff.co.in

Turkish Machinery participated at
MDA North America
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Turkish Machinery is pleased to
have co-sponsored MDA North
America 2014 which was co-located with Industrial Automation North America in
Chicago. Ferdi Murat Gül, Turkish Machinery’s
Board member responsible for the US market,
said, “It was the place to be in September and
Turkish Machinery fulfilled its goal of expanding
awareness about the quality as well as the recent
technological advances in their machinery sector.” Gül said that “the venue provided Turkish
Machinery with numerous successful networking
meetings including several potentially profitable
US partnership meetings.” He went on, “We left the
show very optimistic and with a positive impression of the potential that exists for a US –Turkey machinery and machine tool industry collaboration.”
Turkey is now poised to enter the US market and
ready to build an equally beneficial partnership.

www.turkishmachinery.org

Turck acquires sales partner in Canada

Murata and Yokogawa announce
alliance

Turck, Germany, has acquired a 50 % interest in its
long term Canadian sales partner Chartwell Automation Inc. The new company name is now Turck
Chartwell Canada Inc. Furthermore, on October 1,
2017, Turck will acquire the remaining shares and
thus be 100 % owner of the new subsidiary, Turck
Canada. Mark and Steve Boehmer, the two founders
of Chartwell, have signed long-term management
contracts. They will continue to lead the company
as general manager and sales manager. This year,
Turck Chartwell Canada expects sales of around
$ 14 million CDN.

Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd. and Yokogawa
Electric Corporation will cooperate in the development of communication modules for field
wireless devices used in plants. Yokogawa will
license its technology to Murata and Murata will
develop the communication modules. Through
this alliance, Murata will be able to expand its
communication module business to wireless
devices for use in plants and Yokogawa will be
able to promote wider acceptance of its field
wireless systems based on the ISA100 WirelessTM standard. ISA100 Wireless, or ISA100.
11a, is an industrial wireless networking technology standard developed by the International
Society of Automation (ISA). It features high
reliability, diverse applications, network extendibility, and high compatibility with wired
communications standards.

www.turck.com

www.yokogawa.com
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News and Markets
IST AG: 20 years in the Czech Republic
The Swiss company Innovative Sensor Technology IST AG, manufacturer
of micro system technology, services and solutions for industrial measurement applications, turned a sharp corner on November 4th 2014. The
Czech production subsidiary located in Rožnov pod Radhoštěm celebrated its 20th anniversary and opened the doors on 7th November. The city
council of Rožnov pod Radhoštěm, the more than 80 employees, their families and guests from IST AG Switzerland participated at the event.

www.ist-ag.com

Jumo expands in Belgium
Measurement and control technology “made in
Fulda” has an outstanding reputation at home and
abroad. The recent groundbreaking ceremony to
celebrate the expansion of the Belgian subsidiary
Jumo Automation PGmbH sowed the seeds for
further corporate growth. The volume of investment
amounts to around 850,000 euro. Bernhard Juchheim, CEO of the Jumo group of companies is
impressed by the development in Eupen, “Our Belgian subsidiary is a highly flexible location with very
quick delivery times and is an important pillar of our
group.” In the challenging food and pharmaceuticals
sector in particular, Jumo Automation has global
experience and an excellent reputation. Even large
projects have been successfully concluded in South
America or Africa from Eupen. The production capacity at the Eupen location will increase by about 30 %
to 65,000 temperature probes a year.

www.jumo.net

Leoni launches program for
profitable growth
Leoni, provider of cables and cable systems to the
automotive sector and other industries, is stepping up the globalism and efficiency of its Wire &
Cable Solutions (WCS) Division. A comprehensive program named ‘WCS ON Excellence’ has
been set up to drive profitable growth. “The Leoni
Group is in a phase of strong expansion, for which
the Wire & Cable Solutions Division is establishing further conditions,” Dr. Frank Hiller, who
has been in charge of the WCS Division on the
Management Board of Leoni AG since 1 July 2014,
affirmed. “We are pursuing three aims: to expand
our business in appealing markets, to widen margins and to tap synergies within the organisation.” The WCS Division will expand its business
particularly in promising areas, which, alongside
the automotive industry, include rolling stock,
healthcare and robotics as well as other niche
markets. This also entails continued development towards being a provider of cable systems
and related services. The aim is for the income
generated in the Americas as well as Asia/Pacific
regions to grow disproportionately strongly in the
next decade. Long-term, the proportion of sales
generated in these two regions outside Europe
combined is to rise from currently 39 % to well
more than 50 %.

www.leoni.com
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News and Markets
European Imaging Academy Spectro Net Collaboration Forum 2014
The European Imaging Academy Spectro Net
Collaboration Forum 2014 will be held on December 11th in the European Imaging Academy Training Center at Stemmer Imaging GmbH in Puchheim near Munich, Germany. The forum deals with
the topic “Next Generation Teaching, Learning and
Hands-on Training for Dimensional, Color and
Spectral Imaging”. There will be a total number of

Endress+Hauser invests in Japan
Endress+Hauser has invested € 2.7 m in a new
underground test rig for the calibration of highprecision tank gauging instruments developed
and produced at its factory in Yamanashi, Japan.
The plant equipped with state-of-the-art laser
technology can simulate a measuring distance of
40 m to calibrate the instruments accurately for
their use in the large tanks of the process industry. The test rig was built according to international standards and has already received certification from the international organizations NMI
and PTB. In future, the current Proservo NMS5
level sensor will be calibrated at this plant, and
the new Proservo NMS8 can already be tested on
the test rig during its development. The Yamanashi site located in the center of Japan houses
profound expertise in tank gauging technology.
The company was founded in 1955 and has been
a part of the Endress+Hauser Group since 1978.

www.endress.com
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25 presentations about the topics mobile teaching
and learning as well as software, hardware and
strategic innovations for dimensional, color and
spectral imaging. Furthermore an exhibition with
new products and services in mobile smart photonic micro sensor systems will be held.

www.spectronet.de/en

Test & Measurement Solutions wins
Alliance Partner of the Year Award
Test & Measurement (T&M) Solutions has been
recognized by National Instruments (NI) as
the 2014 Alliance Partner of the Year for the
European Nordics and Benelux region. The
distinction honors top NI partners for developing exceptional employees, demonstrating
substantial business growth and excellence in
innovation, and ensuring outstanding implementation of customer solutions. T&M Solutions’
win reflects the company’s profound industry
and technology expertise, and its ability to help
customers protect their reputation by zero
defect products and production solutions. As
an NI Alliance Partner, T&M Solutions supports National Instruments customers through
services such as software consulting, training,
system integration and turnkey solutions.

www.tm-solutions.eu
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It is hard to believe: along the Côte d‘Azure, where tourists
gather on beaches in the summer months and excellent French
wine is produced, high-performance cables for applications in
robotics or in the offshore sector are manufactured. The company
Lapp Muller manufactures custom-made products in Grimaud,
near Saint-Tropez. In this field, high-tech is required throughout
all production stages. Our Big Picture shows a machine that
wraps lines of individual wires at high speed.
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Ten-point-plan for
further growth
Gerald Scheffels

India´s premier minister Narendra Modi has presented
a plan for stable economic growth of the world´s biggest
democracy. While European and American companies
are investing in India, the domestic industrial giants
like Tata, Mittal, Suzlon and Bharat Forge are well
established abroad since many years.

AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES

read article
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India is waiting
In December 2014 the WIN India show opens
its doors for the second time in New Delhi.
After the success start the organizer expects
now even more visitors and exhibitors.
So come to India and find out the
peculiarities of the Indian engineering.
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read article

News and Markets

What do you expect from the
Indian automation market in
the next years?
Indian industries have realised the
importance of automation and are
willing to make substantial investments as the cost of skilled labour is
rising and production processes are
getting speeded up without compromising quality standards. These factors
are forcing Indian manufacturers to
consider industrial automation as a
viable option, despite the relatively
high-capital costs. The automation
industry is driven
currently by the
automotive, energy
and process industry.
The other sectors
that also use
automation to lower
variance are the
pharmaceutical industry, food and
beverages, water and wastewater,
cement, textile, metals, and the mining
industry. The lack of skilled workforce is
one of the major challenges faced in
the country by most of the industries.
The workforce is usually underutilised
to their capacities by assigning lowerlevel jobs which restricts the growth of
the employee and employer.
Manoj Dunung, Managing Director, Weidmueller
Group, India.
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Automation is one of the key requirements for people in India. The main
growth industries include infrastructure,
mechanical engineering, renewables and
automotive. Since 2011 Pilz India has
been able to carve a niche for itself in
India within a short time span. Indian
companies are in the process of getting
more and more aware in terms of industrial safety and
pivotal role of technology in maximising safety. Pilz India
focuses on this aspect and is geared up to bring the
required paradigm shift which will enable Pilz to build a
solid ‘safety foundation’ in Indian industry. That’s why we
see ourselves as ambassadors for safety. Even companies
here increasingly understand that, quite apart from
relieving human suffering, safety is also worthwhile in
economic terms. The product and service range of Pilz
focuses on complete automation solutions. So the indian
markets offers very good perspectives for us in the near
future.
Sanjay Kulkarni, Managing Director Pilz India Pvt. Ltd

The new Indian Government which was formed in May 2014
under the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi is
decidedly “pro industry”. There are a lot of ambitious plans
laid down and fostered by the new government, such as the
initiative to build 100 smart cities and the comprehensive
“Make in India” business promotion program which, among
other things, aims at transforming India into a global
manufacturing hub. With all these incentives it is safe to
expect that the Indian economy will be growing at a high pace, and in that
growth process, automation technology will definitely play a vital role. With our
expanding network in India and the expertise of our automation engineers we
are well prepared to help India achieve these targets.
Kai Ristau, Head International Sales and Business Development, Beckhoff Automation, Germany.

photographs: background fotolia
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India goes
Hanover
India has been designated the official
Partner Country at Hannover Messe 2015
(13-17 April), putting this vast nation of
more than 1.2 billion inhabitants squarely
in the spotlight at the world’s leading
industrial exhibition.

“India is an emerging economic giant which is going
to open up enormous sales potential for our German
and international exhibitors at Hannover Messe,”
commented Marc Siemering, Vice president
Hannover Messe, during the official signing of the
Memedarum of Understand. “At the same time we
will be offering even more exhibitors from India
access to new global markets. Ultimately all our
exhibitors and visitors as well as the trade fair venue
of Hannover will benefit equally from the participation of this attractive Partner Country.”
There were three main reasons for the selection:
India’s fast-growing economy, the many years of
good relations between German and Indian enterprises and the positive experience of having India as
the Partner Country at Hannover Messe 2006.
Boasting an average annual growth rate of 10 %
over the last 10 years and with current growth running at around five percent, India is one of the world’s
fastest-growing economies. To stimulate growth the
country is opening itself up to further foreign investment, having decided to modernize its infrastructure
and industrial plant and equipment. According to
Siemering, “India’s participation as the Partner
Country comes at exactly the right moment, as our
exhibitors from Germany and across the globe will
encounter visitors from India who are in the market
for state-of-the-art technology to strengthen their
domestic economy.”
With a trade volume of € 16.1 billion, Germany is
India’s leading trading partner within the EU. The
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

German trade surplus of approximately € 3.4 billion
(2012/13) reveals the high level of Indian demand
for capital goods in particular – above all for
machines, which constitute some 33 % of Germany’s
total exports to India. Based on a survey commissioned by the German-Indian Chamber of Commerce, 
G erman enterprises are expecting a
medium-term increase in exports to India thanks to
the business-friendly policies of the country’s newly
elected government.
“Deutsche Messe is particularly well represented
in India and will take advantage of our excellent
relations in that nation to support India and help

ensure its success as the Partner Country,” stated
Siemering. India’s most recent participation as
Partner Country at Hannover Messe 2006 inspired
some 350 Indian exhibitors and 5,700 Indian
attendees to make the trip to Hannover. Last year’s
event attracted the participation of 122 exhibitors
and 2,400 visitors from India. “Having India as the
Partner Country will allow us to greatly expand
those figures,” remarked Siemering, citing a further
motivation for India’s selection as the featured
country.

Interview with Marc Siemering

O

nuora Ogbukagu, spokesperson of Hannover Messe,
spoke to Mark Siemering, Vice President Hannover Messe,
about the decision to feature India as partner country of next
year‘s Hannover Messe. Siemering
gives an overview over the reasons
for choosing India as partner
country, states his impression of the
current development of the Indian
engineering sector and provides a
preview of what to expect of next
Video
year‘s Hannover Messe.

www.hannovermesse.com
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UNTAPPED POTENTIAL

IN INDO-GERMAN RELATIONS

C

ommentaries about international collaboration,
particularly when they come from economic
development companies like hannoverimpuls, aim
at success stories. So, let us indeed start with one, but
to cut to the chase: Economic ties between the Western world and countries like India fall far short of
fulfilling their potential. This is a tragedy!
Firstly, the success story. Next year’s “Hannover
Messe” will take place with India as a partner country.
More than 250,000 visitors are expected to attend to
promote their businesses. India, with a population of

“We do not understand
each other well enough”
1.2 billion, is expected to surpass China as the most
populous country in the world but it also has the third
highest GDP (PPP), succeeding only China and the
United States. So, not only are we delighted to welcome the business-world to Hanover again. We will
have a very strong and promising partner at our side!
Nevertheless, there’s a flip side of the coin. Why are
economic ties between India and Germany still so
backward? Normally, such a market would be a
prime interest for European companies. Why is this
not the case? – because we do not understand each
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

other well enough. While Germany is focusing more
and more on Industrie 4.0 or Big Data, Indian market
is different. Why do Indian people need cars? – as a
means of transportation. Western sales arguments
focus on Bluetooth connections or safety systems.
Why do many Indians need a phone? – to communicate via voice calling. Other features may be alright,
but become excessive when they only add vulnerability to the core product. While we, in the Western
industrialised world, value technical fripperies in a
wide variety of products, demand in developing
countries continues to rise for products that fulfil
basic needs. This philosophy, is condensed to “frugal
engineering”.
Many in Germany know Dacia Logan – a car, simple, efficient, cheap. It is produced without any
robots or other bells and whistles. And, the model is
steadily pushing into the global car market. It has
been a rude awakening for carmakers like VW, Toyota, Suzuki, Chrysler. High-end carmakers developed
countless high-end solutions and are now fearing a
low-cost car? Why is a car, intended for nothing more
than transporting people such a success? Because
it’s using its familiarity with the target countries.
Dacia has simply tailored its product to meet demand.
Meeting the demand – why is it so difficult to follow
such a simple rule? Because frugal engineering is a
“moving target”. The urge to sell the same product
worldwide is overwhelming. It’s easy: no additional

news and markets

 orser, complexity is a reason for failure. We are
w
familiar with reports about unsatisfied customers in
China publicly destroying Western cars.
This is precisely the reason why companies have to
involve local partners. Frugal products cannot be
produced and sold without help. A joint approach is
the only way to approach such markets. Be aware:
Consumers are likely to be as loyal to their products
as they were in Germany after World War II. Someone
who bought a Mercedes in the 1950’s was likely to
remain loyal to his very first car maker. And this has
meant success for Daimler. This trend will repeat in
India. If Western firms want to be successful, they

“Complexity is a reason for failure”

Peter Eisenschmidt, hannoverimpuls GmbH

workflows, a simple case of extending sales models.
In addition, simplifying complex products can be a
considerable challenge when all parts are already
engineered to fit perfectly together. You cannot produce a simpler version of the Daimler E-Class.
In countries like India or China, demand for luxury
products is high and growing. However, many people
in these places do not need and cannot fully exploit
the functions on such complex products. Even

should pay close attention to mentality and market
conditions. If you are not first in you’ll certainly never
make it.
Sharing insights is precisely what “hannoverimpuls”
and the State of Lower Saxony are doing at the “German-Indian Business Center” (GIBC). In this context,
the hannoverimpuls company connects German
businesses with Indian partners. First and foremost,
it’s about understanding. The challenges related to
cultural differences must not be underestimated.
Hanover is one of the few locations in Germany
with deep and long-lasting experience in Indo-
German business relations. The GIBC has existed for
eight years. One-sided thinking will not facilitate
mutual learning. On the contrary, German business
actors must understand: over-performance at a technical level is not needed. Moreover, the reliability of
Indian partners is crucial for their German counterparts. This, and much more, is what we can gain from
one another.

www.hannoverimpuls.de/en
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Find the software tool that
fits your task

Simon Hogg

A myriad of different possible
software solutions exist for any
given task and it‘s not unusual for
several different implementations
of essentially the same solution
to compete with each other. Text
editors, web browsers, photo
editors, programming languages the list goes on, but the software
you choose to use says a lot
about you and what you
care about.
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What is LabView?

read article
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Quality control and traceability
in the dust Ex Zone – with RFID

Achim Weber

Micro gas generators in seat belt pretensioners
and head restraints ensure that vehicle safety
systems respond immediately in the event of
an emergency. For this the capsules are filled
with a precisely defined quantity of powder in
a fully automated assembly system. The
system builder uses an RFID system that is
approved for the dust Ex zone.
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read article
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Quo vadis pressure switch –
mechanical or electronic?
Enrico Bossart

For decades, many manufacturers and users in
the machine-building industry have trusted the
proven mechanical pressure switch technology
for the control of fluid circuits. Although the
technically superior electronic pressure switch
has been winning market share for many years,
the extinction of the mechanical pressure switch
is still not in sight. This article attempts to
unscramble this paradox and explain why even
today one cannot imagine the market without
mechanical pressure switches.
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read article
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Waste recycling: Migros Zurich
relies on sensor technology
Stefan Diepenbrock

Returning, sorting and recycling packaging
materials is a must today - even for retailers.
These materials often include used PET bottles
and containers as well as large quantities of
cardboard packaging. Sensors can help with the
operation of the necessary recycling plants.

read article
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Sensors for any
circumstance
Johann Salzberger, Valentina Nikiforova

Modern production processes are becoming
increasingly complex and high speed. Low
raw material input should contribute to
resource and energy conservation. In order
to meet the needs of machine building and
automation tasks, sensors are becoming
smaller and smarter, while also gaining
integration capabilities.
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read article
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Shortened engineering time
with Rexroth and Sercos

A printing system integrates frameless
motors, regenerative drives, an advanced
controller platform and linear motion
components for a sophisticated press that
provides more productivity and excellent
print quality. Optimized connectivity is
guaranteed by use of the Sercos bus.
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read article
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Robot world champions with
powerful light-weight DC motors
Anja Schütz

The World Cup is over, but football is always of
interest, even in robotics: the annual Robo Cup is
played to determine the best football-playing
robots. Several US universities developed the
Darwin-OP robot in co-operation with South
Korean robotic specialist Robotis and won both,
the RoboCup 2012 and 2013. But the robot
is capable of doing more than just
scoring goals.

video

Darwin-OP in action
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read article
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I/O system ensures your
luggage is delivered to
the right destination

Yvonne Eich

Each year, the luggage of 3.6 m travelers passes
through the Halifax Stanfield International Airport in the
Canadian province of Nova Scotia. Tasked with modernizing
the airport‘s baggage handling system, Cofely Services set out to find
a better solution for the automation required – and found it at B&R.
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read article
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Remote I/O system plays key
role in pasta production

In the end-to-end production lines developed by Anselmo
for the manufacture of pasta, u-remote is an essential
component of the distributed automation system. The
outstanding performance of the remote I/O system is
seen to good effect in the Italian machinery
manufacturer‘s systems, facilitating the
seamless meshing of production processes.
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read article
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Profinet is growing “wings”
Christian Gieseler

Up to now, Profinet has mostly been
used in factory automation. Optical
fibre enable other areas to profit from
this standard as well, however, e.g. the
process industry and wind power.
Optical fibre can be used to reliably
link plants even across 100 km and
more. The technical options are hardly
limited at all.
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read article
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Quality cheese production
with AS-i communication
At its Cléry-le-Petit site in the Meuse, Fromagerie
Bel wanted to add an extra protein constituent to the
milk collected locally to guarantee consistent quality of
the cheese produced. A new system based on fieldbus
controlled hygienic process valves was installed.
Bürkert supplied 180 control heads to be fitted to the
valves. These instruments support AS-i communication.
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read article

C o m p o n e n t s a n d So f t w a r e

Separable cable insertion system
with high packing density

The brush strip in combination
with tension relief strips

O

ne of the leading companies in the area of cable
insertion management and EMC technology,
Icotek, presents its global market proximity and
product availability. One of the highlights recently
presented at the Industrial Automation North America trade fair is the patented cable insertion system
KEL-ER. The technical benefit is that the system can
be separated, which enables users to comfortably
insert lines cut to size, seal them and apply tension
relief according to DIN EN 50262. The cable sleeves
are automatically fastened in the frame during
assembly. Subsequently, already-customised lines
can be installed easily as well. The system is suitable
for lines with a diameter of 2 to 16 mm or 16 to
34 mm; protection type IP65 can be reached. This
way, users will maintain the guarantee of lines cut
to size in a system with high packing density and
great variability.

Protection from Dirt
Icotek has developed a generation of brush insertion for application areas such as network cabinets,
platform technology or areas where no high protecAUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

tion type is required, while increased protection
against dirt is: KEL-BES. These cable penetrations
consist of a basic frame equipped with two mirrorinverted brush strips. The break-out sizes for the
brush insertions correspond to the standard breakouts of 10-, 16- and 24-pin heavy plug connectors.
The cable insertion frames KEL-BES are attached
with screws. Both cut-to-size and other lines can be
inserted.

www.icotek.com

Video presentation

P

hilipp Ehmann,
Vice President
Sales & Marketing at
Icotek, presents the
cable entry frame
KEL-ER with IP65.
Video
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Application-specific
cables for worldwide use

Dr. Wilhelm Engst

Wherever control, energy or motor
lines are used in complex systems,
such as robot production systems or
container ports, reliability is a top
priority. But how do you find the
right cable for the corresponding
application which simultaneously
provides maximum reliability?
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Redundant power supply
up to the load
Anja Moldehn

In systems with the highest safety requirements,
redundant power supplies and active redundancy
modules ensure that the failure of a power
supply unit does not result in downtime.
Here, potential sources of error,
from the supply cable and power
supply to the load, should also
be monitored.
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benefits of the ACB technology

read article
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Robot automatically connects
cables using vision system

Jean-Philippe Roman

Wiring electrical appliances such as lighting
modules is a dull task yet it requires precision and
absolute reliability as one defective contact could cause
malfunction of the whole system. No wonder this task
is a perfect candidate for automation, as robots
can perform this task faster than humans.

video

Syndy at work

read article

Variable object sensors
detect irregular objects

Dieter Eßlinger

The detection of objects with changing
shapes and dimensions, optical detection
with selective light beams becomes a
challenge. Retro-reflective photoelectric
sensors with light-band detect everything
safely and reliably and carry out this task.
This technology has numerous advantages
in many applications, especially in
packaging systems and intralogistics.
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The light-band also makes the variable
object sensor ideal as a muting sensor

Product News
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industrial network products
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Editorial

Using international
cooperations
Dear readers,
German companies represent leading technologies and specialist
knowledge in many different disciplines around the world. They are
used not only in their own country, but also help, e.g., to master the
economic and social challenges of the future in emerging countries.
They support infrastructure projects and sustainably promote industrialisation – optimistically viewed. The figures alone show that the
demand in new technologies is immense: about 42 % of the global
population live in the BRICS-states of Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa. In this issue, we want to focus on the “think tank” India.
Estimates from the German-Indian chamber of commerce suggest that
more than 2,500 German companies are active or represented in India.
Even though the country fights a continuing downward economic trend,
the market size and the demographic structure with its high share of
young people gives reason to be optimistic for investments in the future.
The German company Beckhoff has been present in India for many
years with PC-based automation techniques. German Lapp group,
a leading provider of cable and connection technology, also maintains
a close relationship with India. The company entered the Indian market
in the mid-1990s and is now producing in two sites. One thing is
certain: the demand for consumer goods, better energy supply and
mobility will continue to increase. Industrialisation will continue to
pick up speed, and with it the demand for high-quality components,
machines and plants will increase.
The World of Industry INDIA 2014 trade fair in New Delhi from
10 – 13 December 2014 is a good opportunity to learn about new
developments, to ask questions and to engage in exchange.
There will be demonstrating complete range of products and
services, from Hydraulics to Electro-Mechanical Transmission,
automation components to process and factory automation
systems to logistics infrastructure systems. Be inspired by
the diversity of automation.
Yours,

Nicole Steinicke, Editor, Automation Technologies

Thomas Labendsch, Project Director,
Hannover Fairs International
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Ten-point-plan for
further growth
Gerald Scheffels

India´s premier minister Narendra Modi has
presented a plan for stable economic
growth of the world´s biggest democracy.
While European and American companies
are investing in India, the domestic industrial giants like Tata, Mittal, Suzlon and
Bharat Forge are well established abroad
since many years.

H

eadlines like “India´s economy is lacking impetus” could be read in the European financial
press in summer 2014, and at first sight they were as
ridiculous as the small print in the articles. Why that?
There is no denying that the Indian economy grew by
4.9 % (gross national product; GNP) in the fiscal year
2013/14. This not too bad, one should think: In comparison, Germany will achieve a growth of just 1.3 %
in 2014 and France a meagre 0.4 %. And, to put it in
numbers, the Indian increase of nearly 5 % represents a value of roughly $ 90 billion.
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Economic growth of 6.5 % is
expected for 2015
For 2015, the prospects of the country – which is the
world´s second-largest with a population of more
than 1,2 billion people – are even better. Analysts of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) forecast an
increase of 6.5 % for the Indian GNP. And the newly
elected premier minister Narendra Modi, representing the economy-friendly Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP), has announced the basics of an economical
reform.
The ten-point-plan emphasizes the importance of
gaining economic momentum and reducing bureaucratic hurdles. These are good pre-requisites, it
seems, for the exhibitors and visitors of the “Industrial Automation INDIA” fair which takes place in
Delhi and serves as the global industry´s showcase of
industrial automation systems, electrical systems, industrial IT and software and microsystems technology.

Some clouds on the horizon
It must be said, though, that despite of the general
growth of India´s economy there are some clouds
not on the horizon but just in the field of vision, and

news and markets

this does not refer to consumer-related industries
but to investment goods.
According to the German GTAI (German Trade
and Invest), demand for high-quality machines and
plants has decreased recently, with German imports
being reduced by 9 % in the fiscal year 2013/14. All in
all, machine imports were 18 % down in comparison
to the year before.
Even more concerning is the demand for machine
tools – always a good indicator for the health of metal-processing industries. For 2013/14 the “Indian
Machine Tool´s Manufacturers Association” (IMTMA) reported a decrease by a third. This is affecting
manufacturers in China, Germany, Italy, Japan and
the USA who are the main machine importing countries for the Indian industry.

Encouraging signals for automation
industry
On the other hand, the Indian Institute of Packaging
is expecting a yearly increase of 12 % for the
packaging industry and the next years. As packaging
machines and lines are highly automated and
equipped with advanced control technology, this is
an encouraging signal for automation industry. And
GTAI also r eports that the local manufacturers of textile machines were able to increase their production
and sales by 15 %.

Embedded into the global production
network
Seen from a global view, the Indian industry is well
embedded into the international production
network. European machine manufacturers – for
instance those who serve the textile industry – and
their suppliers are producing locally. The global
automotive industry is represented with many production sites. On the other hands, successful Indian
companies like Bharat Forge, Mittal, Suzlon and Tata
have invested abroad and acquired high-tech sites in
Europe. Furthermore, many Indian manufacturers
mainly for consumer goods have discovered the
African markets and are expanding their production
facilities.

the highly industrialised nations, it is increasingly
difficult to achieve a high savings potential by automating industrial processes. In countries like India,
the cost-effect relation can be much better. According to Siemens, the automation level in industry is
roughly 50 % lower than that in the industrial nations
and still 30 % lower than in China. This gap should be
closed in the course of India´s progress. The “Industrial Automation Fair” will show components,
systems and solutions which are suitable to achieve a
higher automation grade in branches like automotive industry and metal processing but also in p
 rocess
industry and infrastructure like energy and water
supply. For one thing is certain: Growth of economy
and of key performance figures like GNP – and this is
a major goal of India´s current ten-point-program –
goes ahead with an increasing demand for automation technologies.

The right place and the right time for an
automation fair
So, in consequence, Delhi seems the right place for
an automation fair. Prospects for 2015 are encouraging, so the right time is there, too. The exhibitors are
well adviced to pay special attention to visitors from
packaging and textile industry: These branches are
likely to increase production in a double-digit percentage. This means they will need strong suppliers
and have potential to invest in new developments.
And that is, for sure, a good opportunity to attend an
industrial fair and build new relationships between
suppliers and manufacturers.
Photographs: teaser fotolia

www.win-india.com

New markets for automation
There is another reason why India is on the screen of
many manufacturers of automation equipment. In
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014
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India is waiting
In December 2014 the WIN India show
opens its doors for the second time in New
Delhi. After the success start the organizer
expects now even more visitors and exhibitors. So come to India and find out the
peculiarities of the Indian engineering.

F

ive industrial shows - one location - infinite
opportunities. This is the slogan of WIN India –
World of Industry, which will take place from 10 to
13 December in New Delhi. The trade show will be
demonstrating complete range of products and
services, from automation components to process and
factory automation systems, Hydraulics and Pneumatics to Electro-Mechanical Transmission, materials handling equipments to logistics infrastructure systems.
Surface technology products to electroplating and
surface engineering techniques. These shows will be
special attractions for the industry. The powerful synergy of these concurrent events will attract the visitor
traffic at the exhibitor booth ensuring significant ROI.
“WIN India is one of the leading shows for Industrial
Automation in India, it is fascinating to see new technologies at WIN India”, was heard by many exhibitors.
In 2013 more than 11,000 visitors, 200 industry delegations and 20 delegations of industrial associations
arrived at the exhibition centre in order to receive
extensive information about more than 400 new
products from the fields of the shows “Industrial
Automation India”, “MDA India”, ”CeMat India” and
“Surface Technology India”. In particular, the exhibitors were satisfied. Andreas Frey of HFB WälzlagerGehäusetechnik (Germany): “This year, we have
definitely had more contacts and, in particular, more
decision makers visited our stand”. And the leaders of
Festo thought: “We have had a successful show at
WIN India 2013. We had visits of good number of
decision makers and potential customers with interesting projects. Needless to say, Festo SmartBird was
the centre of attraction of the entire event.”
In addition to two exhibition halls with a total exhibition area of more than 11,000 m2, the WIN India
event features 2014 again numerous conferences,
seminars and live demonstrations, application parcs,
summits and awards thus offering visitors the opportunity to receive information and create networks. So
WIN India delivers all you need for your business
‑meetings with important buyers, ample promotions, lively atmosphere & a smooth experience.
photographs: teaser fotolia

www.win-india.com
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WIN India: “A preview of Hannover Messe 2015”
In 2013 it was the first WIN India in its new shape and in New Delhi.
Was it worth the change?
Yes, definitely. Change was in favor of the success, which we got for the last edition.
We recieved huge response from the companies to participate, and moreover
industrial visitors. WIN India 2013 witnessed, 85 % visitor footfalls increase from
previous exhibition, which was a tremendous success rate for any exhibition.
This resulted in 40 % of space re-booking for WIN India 2014during the 4 days of
the show itself.
What do you expect for the show in 2014?
WIN India 2014 will be a preview of Hannover Messe 2015. This event will
be extensively covered by mainline media and trade journalists, and the
show has already grown by 40 % and this edition will witness about 20,000
visitors and 5,000+ products. It will be new to Indian market, and will be
showcased by the exhibitors from 27 countries.

Mehul Shah,
Managing Director,
Hannover Milano
Fairs India Pvt Ltd

Why should the visitors come to New Delhi?
As always, it is an action packed event lined up for Indian Manufacturing sector. We have already
introduced new concept, “Automation Application Park“, which will showcase 4 automation solutions
like High speed production line, Batch production assembly, cell using robots, Material Handling using
SCARA Robot and MIS Gadget Application for controlling machines through mobile. We have many
knowledgable platforms, where industry’s stalwarts will discuss on the latest trends and new technologies. And we have a special summit for Purchase Managers, International Purchase Managers‘ Summit,
which will discuss issues; like how purchasing has moved from transactional to strategical.
What are actually the main topics in the Indian industry and the automation technologies?
Make in India campaign of new government, India will be the hub for manufacturing and to compete
with global companies, Indian manufacturer needs latest manufacturing technologies. These automation technologies will be showcased in WIN India, which will help in manufacturing sector to upgrade
their factories. The products and services showcased are needed to produce a product and deliver it on
time to the customer without compromising in quality. This show is also helpful for the engineers who
work in factories as they can upgrade their knowledge about new technologies available and can
specify these products for its factories.
How can Indian companies help to develop the technologies of the future?
Exhibition is also a platform, where exhibitors and visitors interact and network with each other and
such platforms are a budding ground for new ideas and innovations. These healthy networking
sessions create new technologies and ideas to get evolved. We have visitors from production department of the manufacturing sectors, who come along with the consultants and system integrators, and
discuss about future requirements for making products of global standards. WIN India will be an ideal
platform to visit the show to see latest products and innovations to source for enabling them to
manufacture great products to deliver in the global market place.
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Find the software tool that
fits your task
Simon Hogg

A myriad of different possible software
solutions exist for any given task and
it‘s not unusual for several different
implementations of essentially the same
solution to compete with each other.
Text editors, web browsers, photo editors,
programming languages – the list goes on,
but the soft-ware you choose to use says
a lot about you and what you care about.

T

he world of software is often a funny place. It is
very rare that for any given task you have just one
option. A myriad of different possible solutions exist
for any given task and it‘s not unusual for several
different implementations of essentially the same
solution to compete with each other. Mac OS X,
Linux, and Windows are all very capable desktop
operating systems that would each meet the vast
majority of the needs of most computer users. Yet
people often identify as “Mac” or “Windows” users as
if it was part of their identity (so much so that Apple
produced a series of “I‘m a Mac” commercials, pitting a hip young man against a bumbling aging
“PC”). Text editors, web browsers, photo editors,
programming languages – the list goes on, but the
software you choose to use says a lot about you and
what you care about.

Weighing up the various options
All modern test and measurement systems have software components and the software you choose should
line up with your (or your project/companies) priorities. The most effective engineers are able to use different software approaches in order to pick the best tool
for the job at hand, while other engineers have a “go
to” tool that, even though it might not be the best tool
for the job, functions well due to the user’s mastery of
it. Then there are the engineers who suffer from trying
to fit square pegs into round holes. They make poor
choices due to stubbornness, ignorance, or misplaced
faith and are often the cause of missed deadlines, poor
results, and ongoing maintenance problems.

Author: Simon Hogg, Senior Product
Manager for LabView, National
Instruments, Munich, Germany
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It can be helpful to think of the many software options engineers are faced with as one of three broad
categories:
n fixed function software applications
n general purpose programming languages
n Software that combines elements of both

next page

Fixed function software applications
– easy, but restrictive
The first, and by far the most popular category of
software are fixed function software applications.
This is software that is sold or otherwise distributed
with a job to do and only one way to get it done. As a
user you evaluate the different options and pick one
that has the closest feature set to the features you
desire and you have to live with the fact that you
might not get everything you want. For software like
office suites, web browsers, and photo editors this
approach makes perfect sense. Millions of people
out there share essentially the same goals and one
product can conceivably meet most of their common
needs.
The upside to buying software off-the-shelf (or “off
the internet” as is most often the case) is substantial.
It is much faster to evaluate and purchase something
that already exists rather than specify and create
something completely new. As an end-user you are
sheltered from the risk of software development such
as an older OS being retired, or a new standard being
adopted. If one of these technological shifts occurs
you simply pay to upgrade your software or move to a
vendor that better meets your needs. Your cost to
switch is much less than if you had developed the
software yourself, and it’s usually safe to assume the
vendor can distribute the costs of maintenance
across a large user-base. Being one of many users of
identical software also has the advantage of existing
training materials you can leverage to get you and
your team up to speed quickly.

A spirit of compromise is required
The downside to this category of software is that you
are often stuck with only the features that are available on the market. For software targeted at the mass
market, such as operating systems and office suites,
there are a number of options with expansive feature
sets and impressive quality (or at least offer frequent
patches and updates). For more specialized tasks,

01 LabView is an intuitive and graphical programming
language that abstracts the complexity of developing
measurement, monitoring, and control systems
the quantity and quality of those options goes down
as the size of the market gets smaller. Software vendors have to make enough money from their customers to cover the cost of designing, developing,
testing, and distributing the software, so naturally
tools that can be profitably sold to the most people
sees the most investment, resulting in higher quality.
For highly specialized tasks it may be that no off-theshelf software does exactly what you need and you
end up having to fill in parts of the process with
manual labor. This can be really frustrating when you
factor in the added costs, errors, and overall inconvenience that occurs when you have a person doing
what the software should have been helping you do
in the first place. Making up for the deficiencies of
inflexible or incompatible software is one of the
biggest hidden costs in today’s computer dominated
work-place. How many technical man hours have
been wasted trying to convert data between proprietary formats or manually sequencing operations that
ought to be easily automated?

Product range for tasks of measuring
and testing technology
Compared to operating systems and office suites, the
market for test and measurement software is relatively small. This means that there aren’t a lot of highquality software products available that are likely to
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014
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meet all of your needs. Add to this the reality that
many scientists and engineers are by their very
nature investigating or creating things that nobody
else is doing further reduces the likelihood of there
being a high-quality commercial software option that
you can run out and purchase to get the job d
 one.

General purpose programming language
– powerful but time-consuming
When the software you need doesn’t exist, many
people take the approach at the opposite end of the
spectrum and write their own software. This is a
surefire way to get the exact functionality you need
without relying on an external entity to provide it.
The right custom software can also give you a competitive advantage, resulting in cost advantages and
ultimately more profit at the end of the day. Once
you know exactly what features your software needs
the next step is to select a programming language
and either acquire or develop the skill set needed to
use that pro-gramming language.
Many different programming languages exist that
can help you with this endeavor, ranging from timetested languages such as C and FortranN, to newer
popular languages such as C#, Java and Python. Conceivably, any of these languages could be used to
write any program since they all support the
necessary elementary operations needed to build
more advanced functions. Programming syntax and
run-time features such as automatic memory
management are normally the defining characteristics of a programming language, yet surprisingly
most people choose a language based on another set
of criteria — namely “how much code will I have to
write?”, “how strong are the tools that support that

About
Company name: National Instruments Corporation
Headquarters: Austin, Texas
Turnover: USD 1.17 B (2013)
Employees: approx. 7,100 worldwide
Products: Integrated hard- and software platform for
test, measurements, control and embedded
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language?” and “how well do I know the language
and it’s tools?”.

How much code will I have to write?
Asking “how much code will I have to write?” is a
great question to ask when evaluating a lan-guage.
No matter how concise a language is and how productive the tools are, nothing beats be-ing able to use
code that has already been written, tested, and
accepted as working. Many a C programmer has lost
time to a memory leak that would not have happened had they been using a language such as Java or
C# that includes a memory manager as part of the
runtime. Similarly, there are C# and Java users out
there spending weeks translating an instrument’s
programming manual into a reusable driver — a task
that might have been unnecessary had they chosen
another language. When selecting a language, the
primary objective should be to choose one that minimizes the amount of time you spend writing code
that doesn’t add value to your organization. Picking a
language with lots of relevant code already written
might be the better choice.

The meaning of the software tools
The tools that exist around a language are also an
important consideration when choosing a de-velopment language. For instance, an editor that helps you
avoid writing buggy code by provid-ing hints at edittime and shows you more information about the
functions you are using, mini-mizes the time wasted
in debugging. Integration with source code control
and testing frameworks facilitate multi-developer
and more rigorous single-developer workflows.
“What You See Is What You Get” GUI tools can save a
lot of time creating user interfaces. Additionally, having a toolchain that saves you time performing ongoing maintenance is another concern. Some tools
are better than others supporting the latest technologies such as the mobile web and new operating systems. Choosing the wrong language and tools can leave you, the developer, on the hook for updating the
needed features and porting to the appropriate OS as
your organization’s needs change. Instead of rising
with the technological tide, you are anchored to deve-
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02 LabView code is fully customizable and therefore allows an uncomplicated reuse of code blocks
lopment decisions made in the past and continue to
give up precious developer time to maintain software
that has become a critical part of your infrastructure.

Preserving the status quo is
not the best option
Familiarity with a language is the number one reason
cited by engineers when asked why they chose the
software that they did for their most recent application. While understandable that people go with what
they know, it’s a little concerning that suitability for
the job at hand isn’t the primary concern. The reason
for this is multi-faceted. For many there is an element of fear of the unknown. After working with a
language for a while you get a good idea of its
strengths and weaknesses and you get good at working around its shortcomings. Switching to another
language opens you up falling foul of its limitations.
For others there is a natural aversion to having to go

from being a relative expert to the vulnerable state of
becoming a “beginner” all over again. Per-haps the
most likely culprit of preserving the status-quo is
organizational momentum and politics. Having to
convince management that a better solution exists
for a unique problem is often more work than suffering through using the wrong tool for the job.

The best of both worlds – leverage
and extend
Combining the benefits of prewritten software with
the flexibility of custom software in an or-ganization
that is agile enough to accommodate both is the most
productive approach for most scientists and engineers. There are tools out there than facilitate this
approach.
High-level, domain-specific languages that are
used in LabView and The MathWorks Matlab software combine a specialized programming syntax
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014
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with extensive libraries of useful function-ality.
LabView, system design software for example, is a
programming tool focused on meas-urement and
control applications that interact with I/O hardware.
The graphical programming syntax of LabView is
well suited to handling parallelism and real-world
timing inherent in this type of application. Similarly
the integrated analysis libraries and hardware device
drivers are all designed to save an engineer time
compared to those that have to implement or piece
together a solution from general purpose tools and
disaggregated sources.
These commercially backed, domain specific
languages allow you to realize the benefits of cus-tom
software without paying the full price of ground-up
development with a general purpose programming
language. The limited focus of these tools allow them
to provide more specific value to their users by focusing on the right set of libraries and making design
decisions with their specific users in mind. While
these tools can potentially cost more money initially
compared to open-source and free-to-use OS vendor
provided tools such as Microsoft Visual Studio and
Apple Xcode, the silver lining is that there is a company on the other side of the product that depends
on your continued usage of their product in order for
them to make money. This means that they have a
vested interest in your success.. Commercial tool
providers are also more moti-vated to provide the
latest technologies in such a way that preserves the
existing investment you already have with their tool.
This normally results in less churn and more isolation
from potentially disruptive changes such as forced
OS upgrades (i.e. Windows XP’s recent retirement)
and underlying hardware changes (i.e. 64-bit x64
phasing out 32-bit x84, and the emergence of ARM
processors).

Advantages of user-defined software
Sometimes even a domain-specific programming
language requires too much development in-vestment and a more off-the-shelf approach is available.
NI, for instance, offers application soft-ware for test
sequencing (NI TestStand), real-time testing (NI
VeriStand), and offline data analy-sis (NI DIAdem).
Each of these tasks provides enough common
functionality so that it is com-mercially viable for a
vendor to offer a product that meets the more common needs of the mar-ket. What separates these
tools from fixed function software is that they can all
be extended and have custom functionality plugged
into them. This plug-in approach is where you can
add the highly valuable custom functionality specific
to your needs (i.e. the testing procedure for your
latest device), while still enabling you to reuse a well
implemented function like a test sequencer.

Profiting from the best
It’s important to remember that no one software tool
is the right answer for every possible task. It is up to
you as the engineer or engineering manager to select
the most productive software ap-proach, whether
that be purchasing ready-made software, developing
a solution from the ground up in a specific language,
or mixing and matching ready-made components
with high-level lan-guages and extensible application software. Being aware of your options and open
to change will allow you to take advantage of the best
of what is available and hopefully gain the upper
hand in the ever more competitive marketplace.
Matlab is a registered trademark of The Mathworks, Inc.

www.ni.com

03 The table gives an overview over the software options with its advantages and disadvantages
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Make informed decisions fast with LabView 2014
LabView 2014 system design software, the heart
of the NI platform, adds with its upgrade new
capabilities to acquire, analyze and visualize data
from anywhere, at any time. LabView 2014
standardizes the way users interact with
hardware through reuse of the same code and
engineering processes across systems, which
scales applications for the future. This saves time
and money as technology advances, requirements
evolve and time-to-market pressure increases.
“Using LabView and CompactRIO hardware from NI
enabled one of the largest municipal distribution
utilities in North America to implement decentralized and distributed solutions at lower deployment
costs with reduced risk and time to market. This
solution allows the customer to acquire, analyze
and visualize data to prioritize projects that
improve grid stability and optimize growth
management,” said Bob Leigh, president and
CEO of LocalGrid Technologies.
LabView 2014 also simplifies purchasing through
the LabView suites, which offer relevant,
essential LabView add-ons and complementary
software specific to automated test, embedded

control and monitoring, and hardware-in-theloop and real-time test. In addition, the software
provides access to cutting-edge acquisition
hardware such as the rugged and flexible 4-slot
CompactDAQ system and CompactRIO system,
software-designed instruments such as the PXI
Express 8-channel high-resolution oscilloscope
and the software-based VirtualBench all-in-one
instrument.
LabView 2014 includes new capabilities to
enhance decision making such as:
n  DataFinder Federation technology – users can
intuitively search data on a local drive, network
or around the world
n  New built-in algorithms – a richer deployment
of analysis including .m files to NI Linux
Real-Time and vision functions to FPGAs
n  Data Dashboard for LabView – users can easily
and securely create mobile interfaces to
visualize acquired data and make informed
decisions on-the-go without the expertise of a
mobile developer
The latest version of LabView includes 13
user-driven features to optimize coding productivity, expanded online training
for LabView RIO applications
included with active software
service and new tools from
the LabView Tools Network,
such as a the LabSocket
System by Bergmans Mechatronics LLC. This system
provides remote access to
LabView applications from
desktop or mobile web
browsers, without the need
for browser plug-ins or a
client-side run-time engine.
National Instruments ensures
customer success with an
ecosystem of services,
support and more than 700
Alliance Partners worldwide.
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Quality control and traceability
in the dust Ex Zone – with RFID

Achim Weber

Micro gas generators in seat belt pretensioners and head restraints ensure that vehicle
safety systems respond immediately in the
event of an emergency. For this the capsules
are filled with a precisely defined quantity
of powder in a fully automated assembly
system. The system builder uses an RFID
system that is approved for the dust Ex
zone.

“Atex zones are not routine environments for machine
builders,” says Andreas Gradl, project manager at IMA
Automation in Amberg, Bavaria. The company manufactures assembly and production systems for different sectors. However, none of these sectors typically
operates in the explosion hazardous area. IMA was
therefore breaking new ground when it developed a
system for producing micro gas generator capsules in
dust Ex zone 22.
Micro gas generators are small explosive capsules
that are fitted in active seat belt pretensioners or
head restraints in vehicles. In the event of collision,

About

Author: Achim Weber is sales
specialist at Turck Germany
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the active belt pretensioner initiates a pre-tightening
of the safety belt. An active head restraint is primarily
used for a rear collision which causes the heads of
passengers to be thrown forward rapidly. Through
the automatic safety mechanism, the head restraint
moves forward with the head and reduces the
distance between the head and the head restraint.
This therefore prevents the so-called “whiplash
effect”.

grate quality control and quality assurance in the
plant. Any faulty capsules have to be detected as
early as possible in the manufacturing process and
rejected immediately. With a limited window for
quality control of the explosive capsules an absolutely
fault-free production process had to be ensured. To
ensure this quality control, the manufacturer specified in its initial order that each individual capsule
must be identified during the manufacturing process.

Fault-free production

Production in detail

The manufacturer of the capsules turned to IMA
Automation Amberg GmbH to build an automated
assembly system for micro gas generator capsules.
Part of the explosion protection concept involved the
location of the hazardous processes in a separate
Atex zone. The empty capsules are inserted in the
workpiece holder and weighed in the safe area. The
loaded workpiece holders are transported via a
conveyor system into the hazardous area where they
are filled at various metering stations.
Besides its requirements regarding explosion
protection, the customer also wanted the ability to
fill the capsules with milligram precision and to inte-

The empty aluminum capsules are firstly weighed in
the safe area since the weight of these thimble-sized
receptacles varies only by milligrams. The controller
stores the weight in a database to determine after
each filling exactly how many milligrams of powder
are added. 150 workpiece holders transport the
capsules in the closed circuit system. They are identified using Turck’s BL ident RFID system. An RFID tag
is embedded in each workpiece holder for this
purpose.
In the first process step, the machine weighs the
capsules and writes the tare weight to the database.
The read/write head links the database entry with the

01 The RFID heads read

out the tag on the
workpiece holder
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02 150 workpiece holders with RFID
tags are in circulation in the system
UID (unique identification number) of the tag and
thus with the material holder. IMA was able to keep the
cycle time at more than 30 parts per minute using just
the UID and two weighing scales working in parallel.
After the first weighing, the capsules are transported via the conveyor into the explosion protected
area where they are filled at the first station – by
weight. A second volumetric-based filling takes
place later in the process. After the fillings have been
completed, which vary according to quantity and
type, the capsule filled with the powder is weighed in
order to check the precise filling quantity based on
the difference from the tare weight of the capsule.
The entire filling quantity and the individual powder
quantities are metered at the different stations are
calculated and checked in this process with milligram precision.
The system also identifies the workpiece holders
with the capsules. If the capsules contain too much
or too little powder, they are marked as bad parts in
the database and are rejected. The correct capsules
are finally fitted with initiators which were pre-
assembled in another system section.

A comprehensive solution
In all, seven robust Ex RFID read/write heads are
installed in the system. The key reason for choosing
the Turck read/write heads with an M18 threaded
barrel was their suitability for the dust Ex zone 22.
“Zone 22 is one of the lower Atex zones. Turck has
read/write heads specially made for this zone.
Although other manufacturers offer explosion-proAUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

tected RFID devices, some of these are flameproof
devices for higher Ex zones which are thus also very
expensive. In this respect, the technical and financial
benefits supported the choice of the Turck system,”
Andreas Gradl explains. He adds: “The size of components is also important to us. The flameproof RFID
readers of other suppliers were simply too big. An
M18 read/write head or something equally compact
could only be found at Turck.”
It was the actual customer who drew the attention
of IMA Automation Amberg GmbH to Turck as a
complete supplier for RFID. “Turck provided us with
a test system consisting of a read/write head, tags
and fieldbus gateway. In our test, the system identified the material holder perfectly. Our decision was
thus already made,” Gradl describes the short search
for the right RFID solution for the system. A gateway
with four RFID slices is used to connect the seven
RFID read/write heads via Profibus to the system
controllers. The 150 tags that are embedded in the
workpiece holders are also from Turck.
Matching the software of the entire system, consisting of weighing and filling stations and the different
profiles for the various capsules used was particularly
challenging. Each filling sample of capsules is stored
in a database and is mapped automatically by the
system when the particular batch is produced –
including the integrated quality assurance. At the end
of the process, only precisely filled capsules are located on the workpiece holders: maximum quality is
guaranteed.

www.turck.com

Reach international markets.

New business is
just one click away.
www.fh-intralogistics.com
www.mda-technologies.com
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Quo vadis pressure switch –
mechanical or electronic?
Enrico Bossart

For decades, many manufacturers and users in the machinebuilding industry have trusted the proven mechanical pressure
switch technology for the control of fluid circuits. Although the
technically superior electronic pressure switch has been winning
market share for many years, the extinction of the mechanical
pressure switch is still not in sight. This article attempts to
unscramble this paradox and explain why even today one cannot imagine the market without mechanical pressure switches.
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014
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ressure switches have always had an important
role in the control of fluid circuits, especially
those containing hydraulic, pneumatic or cooling
fluids. But what is meant by pressure switches and why
are they so essential for the control of fluid circuits?
In its simplest definition, a pressure switch is a
measuring device that converts a measured system
pressure into an electrical switching signal which
can then be further processed by a control system
(PLC). Independently of whether it is a mechanical
or an electronic switch, a pressure switch always outputs a binary signal. In practice, a pressure switch is
inherently inactive until a set switch point has been
reached (e.g. pressure = 10 bar), at which the pressure switch outputs the switch signal and thus changes its switching status. Put simply, a pressure switch
opens or closes an electrical circuit (depending on its
design and/or setting) when it reaches a defined
switching point.

How do mechanical pressure switches
work?
Despite their identical mode of operation (opening/
closing an electrical circuit), mechanical and electronic pressure switches differ significantly in their
design and how the switch points and switching
functions can be set.
Mechanical pressure switches convert the process
pressure, via a mechanical motion, into an electrical
signal. In the design of a mechanical pressure switch
it can be seen that the process pressure mechanically
transmits the motion of a measuring element to a
plunger, thereby actuating a switch contact. The
counter-force of a spring (adjustable via a grub
screw) acts against this process pressure, respectively against the force of the process pressure and
thereby against the plunger movement. This counter-force corresponds to the set pressure limit or the
switch point at which the plunger mechanically
opens or closes the contact and thus activates the
defined switching signal.

01 Mechanical OEM pressure switch (model PSM01)
(left); design of a mechanical pressure switch, simplified
(right)
Functioning of electronic switches
Electronic pressure switches, however, do not require
any mechanical motion by a contact to generate a
switching signal. The process pressure mechanically
deforms a diaphragm, and with it a resistive sensor
element, within the pressure connection of the electronic pressure switch. The sensor element generates
a signal from the deformation which is electronically
measured, processed in a microcontroller and then
converted into an electrical switching signal. Switch
point, reset point and various other switching functions can be set flexibly on the pressure switch itself
through buttons and a display, through external
software or through a configuration module. An
electronic switch is, therefore, more flexible in operation than a mechanical pressure switch and can be
specifically matched to the respective application.
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n simple mechanical switch point setting
n electrical

02 Electronic pressure switch with display (model
PSD-30) (left); design of an electronic pressure switch,
simplified (right)
Strengths of mechanical and electronic
switches
Mechanical pressure switches have been proven
over decades in countless applications and are indispensable within the machine-building industry.
However, the rapid growth of electronic pressure
switches stresses to everyone involved in the design
of new systems and machinery that the critical
question to be answered is whether to continue using
mechanical switches or to integrate the machinery
deeper into the supervisory control level. In order to
find an appropriate solution for the individual application, the following key differentiators and specific
strengths of the various switch technologies must be
considered:
n simple construction, cost-effective
n no power supply required
n direct and alternating currents can be switched
n large switching currents can be switched without
additional relays
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

integration without analogue input
cards – many PLCs offer pre-installed binary
inputs
n cost-effective solution for redundant safety
functions
The strengths of electronic switches are:
n switch and reset points, switching outputs and
switching functions can be set flexibly
n switch point setting without calibration stand
and pressurisation of the system
n through local adjustability without demounting
n almost unlimited number of switching cycles
delete if required
n no moving mechanical components
n high reliability and long-term stability
n shock and vibration resistant
n high adjustment, switch point and repeatability
accuracy
Both mechanical and electronic pressure switches
have numerous strengths in themselves, which
enables a wide range of applications for both

technologies. However, the choice for or against a
mechanical or electronic pressure switch is quite
simple.

A suitable solution for any application
While the pure function of switch point monitoring
can be fulfilled equally by both technologies, nevertheless, mechanical pressure switches are primarily
destined for simple safety applications.
Particularly in applications where there is a safety
function which is required very infrequently, mechanical
pressure switches have an advantage, since they can
open or close an electrical contact without a power supply (for example, in the monitoring of pumps and drives
or when a system loses pressure). Last, but not least,
price-sensitive applications such as simple hydraulic
equipment, often still rely on mechanical pressure
switches for simple control and monitoring functions.
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Electronic pressure switches offer
unlimited flexibility
Where mechanical products offer a very limited
capacity for adaption, due to the maximum of one
switching output and low control functionality, an
electronic pressure switch is almost unlimited in
the way it can be adapted to the respective application. From a “simple” factory-configured electronic
OEM switch (with predefined switch and reset points,
switch delay times and switching functions) which is
primarily suited to high-volume applications,
through to the flexibly adjustable pressure switch
with keys and display for custom configuration to the
machine, electronic pressure switches offer almost
unlimited flexibility in their adaptability to the application.
Applications that require reliability, accuracy and
long-term stability make electronic switches
indispensable. Whenever a machine tool must cut
precision geometries with the smallest tolerances, or
a cooling system must be controlled accurately for
maximum energy efficiency, electronic switches are
the first choice.

Current trends
While mechanical pressure switches are using a
proven and mature technology, most of the product
adjustments from the mechanical pressure switch
producers focus primarily on the issue of quality and
cost. Manufacturers of electronic pressure switches,
however, rely on high rates of innovation and functionality enhancements.
Electronic pressure switches featuring a display
and buttons for adjustments were also introduced
into the market many years ago and are still state-ofthe-art. Recent innovations, in particular, improve
the usability of pressure switches, extend existing
functionality and improve integration into the supervisory control level.

Electronic pressure switches are based on the same
design principle as a pressure transmitter. Thus, it
stands to reason to combine the properties of a pressure switch and those of a pressure transmitter. In
recent years, a variety of new products combine
analogue output and switch output signals in one
instrument as an electronic pressure switch –

increasingly with an integrated display. The trend of
continuously monitoring process parameters in parallel with safety functions and, additionally, a local
display unit for installation and maintenance, all in a
single instrument, has achieved rapid market penetration. The combination of up to three devices into a
single electronic pressure switch leads to great
savings in sourcing, installation costs and provision
of the m
 echanical and electrical interfaces.
Finally, but importantly, the IO-Link protocol for
configuration, diagnostics and data query “downthe-wire” via the connection cable is a prime example of how electronic sensors and pressure switches
are being developed to increase the user friendliness.
Mechanical pressure switches, without a doubt,
will maintain their right to exist in the future and will
continue to maintain a high importance and share in
the market, especially in cost-sensitive applications
and with simple safety functions. Nevertheless, electronic pressure switches will continue to displace
mechanical pressure switches from the market and
will show a continued strong growth.

www.wika.de
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Waste recycling: Migros Zurich
relies on sensor technology
Stefan Diepenbrock

Returning, sorting and recycling packaging
materials is a must today - even for retailers.
These materials often include used PET
bottles and containers as well as large
quantities of cardboard packaging. Sensors
can help with the operation of the necessary
recycling plants.
Author: Stefan Diepenbrock, Manager Public
Relations at Baumer in Frauenfeld, Switzerland

About
Company name: Baumer Group
Established: 1952
Headquarters: Frauenfeld, Switzerland
Turnover: CHF 400 m (2011)
Employees: 2,300 worldwide
Products: sensors, encoders, measuring instruments, and
components for automated image processing
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G

enossenschaft Migros Zurich ranking among the
largest retail companies in Switzerland operates a
recycling plant which enables resource-friendly disposal of enormous amounts of packaging waste. In
doing so, they rely on Baumer optical sensors. A total
of 60 Smart Reflect sensors and five O500 sensors support the functional safety of the largely automated
sorting and waste disposal system. The Baumer Group
is a manufacturer and developer of sensors, encoders,
measuring instruments, and c omponents for automated image processing. The company offers intelligent solutions for factory and process automation and
a wide range of related products and technologies.

3,500 pallets of packaging waste
Six days a week from 4:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., approximately 200 trucks transport about 3,500 container
pallets of packaging waste from the Greater Zurich
area to the plant. Placed on pallets, these containers
run through the extensive paths of the sorting system
and are automatically emptied. In the final step, the
empty “collapsible containers” are also automatically folded up, stacked, and palletized. Before the sorting system was put into operation, this had been an
entirely manual process that not only took much
longer but was also real “hard work”.
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02 The light barriers
don’t need reflectors

01 The sensors operate flawlessly despite heavy soiling

No reflector needed

Sensors with range of 8,000 m

Given the enormous amounts of PET and cardboard
waste processed here, one thing is almost unavoidable: heavy soiling of the plant by paper dust or sticker residues from PET containers. The Baumer SmartReflect ONDK laser sensor fills the bill in these
conditions. The retro-reflective sensor does not

require a separate reflector. Instead, a closed light
beam is set up using a random machine part. The sensor is reliably tripped as soon as an object is physically
interrupting the light barrier. At Migros SmartReflect
is used for detecting pallets as they move through the
sorting system. No reflector being required saves all
the cost for installation and set-up. Above all, a vulnerable element prone to damage by soiling in the sorting
system‘s harsh environment is eliminated.
This is confirmed by André Römer, Facility Services
Manager and Project Manager at Migros Zurich:
“Baumer SmartReflect sensors operate flawlessly
and we haven‘t had any trouble so far. The great
advantage of these sensors is that no reflector is
required, yet we can still enjoy all the benefits of a
retro-reflective sensor.”

In addition, the photoelectric O500 sensor is installed
in the bins for overfill protection. Here, this retro-
reflective sensor with PinPoint LED from the NextGen series by Baumer has been playing to its
strengths. As measured by its dimensions, the O500
boasts a range of 8,000 mm. What’s more, the O500
features qTeach, a convenient and wear-free teach
procedure. Teaching of the sensor is just by the touch
with any ferromagnetic tool, e.g. a screwdriver.

03 Sensors detect pallets in the sorting system

photographs: teaser fotolia

www.baumer.com
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Sensors for any
circumstance

Johann Salzberger, Valentina Nikiforova

Modern production processes are becoming
increasingly complex and high speed. Low
raw material input should contribute to
resource and energy conservation. In order
to meet the needs of machine building and
automation tasks, sensors are becoming
smaller and smarter, while also gaining
integration capabilities.

A

closer look at the non-contact measurement
techniques for distance, displacement, position
and dimensions shows that all sensors can be divided into two groups based on their physical principle:
electromagnetic and optical devices. The electromagnetic sensors, e.g. eddy current or capacitive
sensors, detect the distance to the electrically-conductive measurement object based on changes in
the electrical field. Eddy current sensors measure the
distance via the change in impedance of the sensor
coil. However, in the capacitive measuring principle,
the sensor and measurement object form the plates
of an ideal capacitor. Both principles measure in the
submicrometer range. Nevertheless, they differ considerably with respect to the operating environment.
While eddy current sensors are ideally suited to
harsh industrial environments (e.g. dirt, dust, humidity), capacitive sensors require clean surroundings. These sensors can be applied in electronics production, as well as in the laboratory and clean rooms.
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

Unlimited scope in design and shape
Cable, sensor size and individual measuring ranges
of the standard sensors can be adapted to meet customer-specific applications. Particularly beneficial
are sensors with integrated electronics that have a
miniature, compact housing or special sensor sizes.
The Embedded Coil Technology (ECT) is used for
miniaturization in terms of customization. This production technique allows almost unlimited scope in
terms of the external design and geometrical shape
of the sensors. The entire evaluation electronics is integrable into the sensor. With an eddy current sensor,
a two-dimensional coil is embedded in an inorganic
material. This material technology improves the sensors in terms of their stability and robustness. The
ECT technique also increases their thermal resistance. ECT sensors are suitable for extremely harsh
applications such as ultra-high vacuums in semiconductor production.
Unlike electromagnetic techniques, optical metrology uses the effects of optics. Advantages of these
techniques are the small measuring point and a relatively large offset distance. Laser triangulation, for
example, uses the three-point relationship between
the laser diode in the sensor, the target object, and the
photo-elements in the sensor. The sensors are offered
in a wide range of performance classes to suit a variety
of applications. These smart sensors are equipped
Author: Johann Salzberger, Managing Director Marketing
and Sales at Micro-Epsilon in Ortenburg, Germany
Valentina Nikiforova, Technical Editor at Micro-Epsilon in
Ortenburg, Germany
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with an integrated controller, enabling the sensor i tself
to perform evaluation tasks. Even the type of technology can be selected depending on the respective
measurement object and the corresponding task.
Point sensors measure the distance to standard
objects. Sensors that use a short laser line are applied
on metallic surfaces and laser scanners with a long
laser line can detect multi-dimensional profiles of
objects. Furthermore, either a red (all-rounder) or a
blue laser diode (applied with red-hot glowing metals
and organic objects) can be selected to suit the application. Laser sensors are often used in highly automated production lines, e.g. in automotive manufacturing.

Ethernet as an industrial language
In order to simplify their integration into processes,
laser sensors are equipped with a variety of interfaces. As well as analogue outputs, digital interfaces
such as Ethernet are also available. The Ethernet
protocol uses integrated collision detection of data
packets and guarantees complete, faultless transfer
of data. This open connectivity protocol enables
almost unlimited communication flow within

networks independently of the operating system of
the terminal device and the hardware. Wiring effort
is minimal. The user can address the controller from
anywhere via an IP address, and can evaluate the
measured data location independently and perform
maintenance tasks remotely from anywhere in the
world. Operation and configuration take place in a
standard web browser, i.e. there is no need to install
any additional software. Fast data rates of up to
10 GBit/s are equally impressive. These factors support perfect data transfer and “physical” integration
of Ethernet-capable components into the system.
The standard components used are mass-produced,
making them particularly low cost. Their reasonable
price has contributed to the widespread adoption of
Ethernet in automation and machine building.
Other optical sensors such as confocal-chromatic
measurement systems offer Ethernet/EtherCAT interfaces (real time Ethernet) as well as the analogue outputs. With the confocal chromatic measuring principle, white light is split into different color spectra and
focused onto an object through a multi-lens optical
system. The sensors produce highly accurate results
for distance and displacement measurement, and
also for measuring the thickness of transparent multilayer objects (e.g. flat screens). The user benefits from

a tiny measurement spot and nanometer-resolution.
In terms of measurement speed, the fastest controller
in the world today achieves measurement rates of
10 kHz using an LED light source and 70 kHz using a
Xenon light source. This is why confocal sensors are
used, for example, in the quality control of high tech
production lines of premium electronics manufacturers. Electromagnetic eddy current and capacitive
sensors are also equipped with Ethernet interfaces.

Individual sensors and systems
Micro-Epsilon has been a producer of sensors and
measurement systems for more than 45 years. Starting as a one-man business, the company has grown
into a highly specialized global business. The networked competence centers within the group offer a
wide range and depth of development and production expertise, with the flexibility to develop and
manufacture tailor-made solutions, providing users
with economical and technical advantages over competitor products. The entire solution is delivered from
one source, starting from application consulting
through to conception and product development, as
well as production and after-sales service. Customers
benefit from a reliable partnership between manufacturer and user, as well as technical support that is
focused on stability and efficiency improvements.

www.micro-epsilon.de

About
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Headquarters: Ortenburg, Germany
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Confocal chromatic sensors are
applied in the quality control of
electronics productions
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Shortened engineering time
with Rexroth and Sercos
A printing system integrates frameless
motors, regenerative drives, an advanced
controller platform and linear motion
components for a sophisticated press that
provides more productivity and excellent
print quality. Optimized connectivity is
guaranteed by use of the Sercos bus.

P

aper Converting Machine Company (PCMC) of
Green Bay, WI, is a global leader in tissue converting, packaging, flexographic inline tag and label
printing, and nonwovens and envelope technology.
As PCMC began developing a new generation of
presses, the company sought to satisfy several
customer requirements – most of which focused on
reducing the factors that affect printers‘ productivity
and competitiveness like changeover time or energy
consumption. To satisfy these requirements, PCMC
integrated a range of electric drives, controls and
linear motion products from Bosch Rexroth into the
new Fusion Flexographic System.

Shortened engineering time –
high diagnostic level
The PCMC Fusion Flexographic printing press is an
all servo-driven platform that includes up to 21 axes
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for a ten-color press, or 17 axes for an eight-color
machine. There are also seven axes for web conveyance and tension control from the unwind axis to the
rewind axis. All axes are connected to the Rexroth
control system via the highly synchronous Sercos bus.
The Rexroth drive and control systems powering
the Fusion press include IndraDrive M servo drives
with regenerative and DC bus sharing capabilities
and IndraDyn T frameless torque motors, all
controlled by the IndraMotion MLC motion logic
controller. IndraMotion for Printing provides a full
range of pre-engineered technology function blocks
to solve the most complex printing and converting
application. Implementation of these proven algorithms shortens engineering time and minimizes
field support typical with implementation of new
control algorithms. The easy configuration and the
high diagnostic level of the Sercos automation bus
reduces engineering efforts during start-up and
commissioning. The service computer can be
connected to any free port of the Sercos communication system having access to all the Sercos nodes
via the Unified Communication Channel (UCC)
without affecting the real-time behavior of the bus
at any time.
The redundant ring architecture of Sercos with
auto-healing means that an interruption in communication anywhere in the bus will not cause an interruption in motion, and redundancy will be restored

02 The regenerative drives enable the Fusion to
operate with increased efficiency
automatically as soon as the cause of the interruption
is removed. Advanced diagnostics further allow the
location of a break to be determined so that this location can be examined for loose or faulty cables, etc.

Reducing setup time
Changeovers were the first area the development
team focused on: Reducing changeover time when a
new job is put up on the press adds to profitable
printing time.
Each Fusion system consists of a large central
impression cylinder, eight to ten feet in diameter,
radially surrounded by eight or ten printing “decks”

01 The control system helped to
speed up commissioning time and
to reduce non-productive
changeover time
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03 The manufacturer was
able to reduce the component
count in the Fusion press by
close to 60 %
with two cylinders, one containing the image and the
other applying the ink. All of these cylinders are
driven by Rexroth IndraDrive drives and motors.
During changeover, once the color cylinders are
exchanged and the press web rethreaded, setting the
image registration and impressions is the next step.
In the past, this involved time-consuming manual
adjustment, deck by deck.
Using Rexroth intelligent IndraDrive servo drives,
PCMC developed a new setup feature called PrintSense. The image cylinder and anilox inking cylinder
in each deck are brought together to reach “the kiss
point” where the image impression will be correct.
IndraDrive motor feedback data generated by each
cylinder’s drive is captured and used by pre-established algorithms to calculate when the proper feedback setpoint is reached from both drives, eliminating the need for time-consuming initial print setup.

Feeding energy back
IndraDrive systems set new standards in drive engineering, with intelligent functionality, integrated
safety features and regenerative power capabilities.
“During setup, we can use the IndraDrive Safe Halt
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

feature while we change the plate; normally we
would have to build a brake or lockout mechanism to
safely hold the axis in position, adding more parts to
the system”, states Dave Wall, Engineering Value
Stream Leader for Printing, Coating and Laminating
at PCMC. The regenerative drive feature lets the
Fusion system capture energy typically wasted when
machine axes slow or stop, feeding it back into the
system power bus to reduce energy demand.

Ensuring highest quality printing
To ensure high printing quality, the Rexroth
IndraMotion MLC motion logic controller is used to
operate and control the tension and registration of
the press. The system is suited for synchronizing
multi-axis systems up to 64 axes. It features pre-engineered function blocks for winding, registration, tension, and other key settings, open system interfaces
such as the Sercos(R) automation bus, and support for
IEC 61131-3 function blocks and motion sequences.
According to Wall, the MLC helps to complete
image registration faster, using an integrated end-
of-line vision inspection system: “The vision system
shows the press operator the image registration at
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Interview with Peter Lutz

W

e spoke to
Peter Lutz,
Managing Director
Sercos International
e.V., at Industrial
Automation 2014 in
Chicago about the
appeal of the North
American market, the Sercos multi-vendor
demo and the network infrastructure of
the future.

About
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Headquarters: Süssen, Germany
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operator controls; the operator can use the controller
to advance/retard a color, or move left/right, to get
the registration correct.”

Reducing costs
For major systems like Fusion, cost control is the result
of smart engineering that reduces component counts.
To accomplish this goal, PCMC, working with CMA/
Flodyne/Hydradyne, chose Rexroth IndraDyn T frameless motors to drive 11 of the Fusion’s axes.
IndraDyn T torque motors are liquid-cooled kit
motors consisting of a separate stator and rotor
designed for maximum torque applications up to
13,800 Nm. The rotor is mounted directly to the
extended journal of the cylinder. The central impression cylinder can be > 80” diameter. In order to hold
0.001” accuracy on a 40” radius, Bosch Rexroth
utilizes a 32 million ppr sin/cos feedback device.
With Sercos, the position commands to the printing cylinders are synchronized with less than 100 ns
of jitter. This, along with the high-bandwidth servo
gains that are achieved with direct-drive motors and
IndraDrive Advanced control sections, results in
accurate print registration that is limited only by

Video

 echanical and process influences that are outside
m
the scope of the drive and control system.
Doug Anderson, sales engineer from CMA/
Flodyne/Hydradyne, worked with PCMC from the
outset to select and size the IndraDyn motors. “One
of the strengths that Rexroth offers is its vast array of
kit motors,” Anderson said. “We selected one torque
motor size for the large impression drum, which
needs to stop within 10 to 15 s, and then another size
to handle the different widths of the image and color
rolls.” Using the torque motors enabled PCMC to
reduce the Fusion’s part count by nearly 60 % compared to the previous generation machine.

Critical rigidity
A crucial mechanical design challenge on a printing
press is the decks mounting the image and inking
rolls. These rolls range in width from 42” to 75”; each
deck must move in and out for job changeovers when
the press is re-webbed and the rolls exchanged.
However, once printing commences, the decks must
be extremely rigid and hold the rolls in position, to
keep each color layer in perfect registration while the
rolls spin up to maximum speed.
To provide the flexibility and rigidity needed, each
image cylinder and inking cylinder incorporate two
Rexroth precision Ball Screws and four profiled Ball
Rails. Rexroth Ball Screws and Ball Rails combine
high rigidity and load capacity in compact sizes,
engineered to deliver precise tolerances and operate
error-free with minimal maintenance.

www.sercos.org
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Robot world champions with
powerful light-weight
DC motors
Anja Schütz

The World Cup is over, but football is always of
interest, even in robotics: the annual Robo Cup
is played to determine the best football-playing robots.
Several US universities developed the Darwin-OP robot in
co-operation with South Korean robotic specialist Robotis
and won both, the Robo Cup 2012 and 2013. But the robot is
capable of doing more than just scoring goals.

T

he Darwin-OP (Dynamic Anthropomorphic
Robot with Intelligence – Open Platform) is used
mainly for research and education purposes. The user
can easily program the robot, as the system is based
on an open source platform. The quick and precise
movements of the robot are executed by DC motors
from Maxon Motor.

Author: Anja Schütz,
Editor, Maxon Motor

Double world champions
The robot is about. 45 cm high, equipped with
sophisticated sensors and is able to perform dynamic movements. For example, the fully autonomously
working research project can walk 24 cm/s, it can
speak and listen, run processes and balance itself.
One of its biggest hobbies is playing football. In June
2012, Team Darwin conquered 24 international
teams and won the Robo Cup in Mexico City. And
even more impressive, the team was able to repeat
their success in Eindhoven at the Robo Cup 2013,
raising the trophy in the Humanoid Kidsize class for
the second time in a row.
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

Open platform
A special feature of the humanoid robot is its open,
modular structure that makes changes very easy.
Darwin-OP is an open platform; both the hardware
and the software can be customized in any way and
various software implementations are possible (C++,
Python, LabVIEW, MATLAB, etc.). Furthermore, all
CAD data for the robot components and instructions

About
Company name: Maxon Motor
Established: 1961
Headquarters: Sachseln, Switzerland
Turnover: CHF 360 m (2013)
Employees: more than 2,000
Products: Motors, gearheads, sensors, position
controllers, servo amplifiers, …

for manufacturing and assembly are available online
for free. A computer has been built into the humanoid
robot; like a normal PC, it is equipped with all customary ports such as Ethernet, USB and HDMI.
Thanks to the USB camera integrated in its head, it
can locate objects and thus detect the ball during a
game of football.
The robot was developed by the Robotics and
Mechanisms Laboratory of Virginia Tech (RoMeLa),
with the support of the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and in co-operation with the University of
Pennsylvania, Purdue University and the South
Korean company Robotis. The mini robot is based on
the award-winning Darwin series which has been
developed since 2004. Robotis is responsible for the
very high mobility of the robot.

Smart actuator with
integrated DC motors
The company manufactures the Dynamixel actuators, which are used by numerous robot developing
universities and research centres all around the
world. The actuators are smart actuators with fully
integrated DC motors and are produced exclusively
for robots. They are characterized by their high precision and wide functional range. The all-in-one drive
modules with built-in controllers are equipped with
numerous feedback functions (position detection,
velocity, input voltage and internal temperature) that
are controlled via a network. The Dynamixel actuators are programmed by means of Robo Plus, the free
graphic programming software from Robotis.
Darwin-OP is a good example of how intelligent a
robot can act with the aid of actuators.
The drive modules are used in the production of
robotic arms and mobile robots, as well as humanoid
robots. Each Dynamixel unit is equipped with a

In total, 20 Dynamixel
units are used for arm,
leg and neck
movement

 axon DC motor from the RE-max family. The
M
implemented RE-max motors achieve a perfor
mance of 0.75 to 22 W, thanks to their neodymium
magnets. Three different versions of the motors are
used in the small robot. One of these is the RE-max24,
which has been specially modified for this application by adapting the drive pinion. A total of twenty
Dynamixel MX-28T units can be found in the robots
– twelve for the arms, six for the legs and two for neck
movement. Robotis chose the solutions by Maxon,
although small and light-weight, they are very
powerful and simultaneously very robust with a long
service life.

Well-balanced robots
The robot is supplied with power by means of a
rechargeable battery. The Darwin-OP weighs 2.9 kg
and can go through its wide range of motions for thirty minutes on a single battery charge. It can even
stand on its head. Three gyro sensors (balance sensor
module) make sure that it does not lose its balance.

www.maxonmotor.com

Darwin-OP in
action

T

his video illustrates the
various functionalities of
the robot, from
speaking to running.
Video
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I/O system ensures your
luggage is delivered to the
right destination
I

Yvonne Eich

Each year, the luggage of 3.6 m
travelers passes through the Halifax
Stanfield International Airport in the
Canadian province of Nova Scotia. Tasked
with modernizing the airport‘s baggage
handling system, Cofely Services set out to
find a better solution for the automation
required – and found it at B&R.

About
Company name: B&R
Established: 1979
Headquarters: Eggelsberg, Austria
Turnover: € 475 m (2013)
Employees: 2530 (2013)
Products: Control systems, I/O systems, Industrial PCs,
Motion Control, …
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ntensified security is making airports a more stressful place than ever – a situation that is all too often
exacerbated by long waits and lost luggage. Nobody
wants to wait sit around at baggage claim to pick it up
– or worse, get the news that their suitcase was sent
to the wrong destination. What passengers would
like to expect are quality a irport services all around
– including baggage h
 andling.
With this in mind, Nova Scotia‘s Halifax Stanfield
International Airport set out to improve its processes
and services by implementing a more streamlined
baggage handling solution. The airport had been using
a traditional, centralized baggage handling system,
which consisted of 100 conveyors with several sensors
each, all wired back to the main control cabinet. Since
upgrading their system, the Halifax airport is now able
to better serve its passengers while substantially
reducing costs. The team at the Halifax airport recruited Cofely Services to spearhead the project of developing an improved bag room solution. The company
is best known for its airport software solution Bagstage
and self-service bag drop U-Drop.

Handling requirements
“It was important to the project team that the solution would increase added value by using new technology that could be easily integrated into existing as
well as new systems,” notes Yan Le Meur, Automation
and Watch Technology Expert for Cofely Services. In
airport bag rooms, the lines are used 20 hours a day,
365 days a year. It is therefore imperative that their
systems are efficient and reliable as well as easy to
troubleshoot should an issue arise.
First, the requirements for the bag room improvement project needed to be defined. Cofely deter-

Author: Yvonne Eich, Marketing Communications
Coordinater at B&R in Roswell, GA, USA

mined that the bag room facility should be easy to use
for maintenance staff and require minimal training.
The control system would have to feature IP67-rated
machine-mountable I/O and support controller platforms from multiple vendors, have a web server for
diagnostics for each individual node, be able to communicate with scales or automatic tag readers (ATRs)
and deliver a network response time of less than 2 ms.

Flexible solution
Cofely installed its Bagstage bag sorting software
onto each line to automatically direct each bag to the
proper destination. Screening machines scan each
bag for potential threats before being loaded onto
the airplane. But the specialists still needed a partner
for the conveyor line’s control system. After evaluating
multiple automation supplier solutions, they selected
the machine-mounted I/O s ystem X67 by B&R.
The system includes a 16-channel digital mix module to control the conveyor lines. Each of the channels
is programmable, allowing a single module to be used
for digital inputs, digital outputs or high-speed counters. Cofely took advantage of the flexible I/O design to
configure one of the standard channels as a high-speed
counter to be used for an encoder with square signals
and in turn reduced the number of components
required for the application. “We reduced the cabinet
size and costs, as well as eliminating the need for junction boxes on the machine,” reports Le Meur.

With the new system, network scan times of 1 ms could
be achieved

advanced diagnostics on the hardware LEDs and in
the software.” Because of the length of the baggage
conveyors, Cofely knew it would be important to
implement a solution with a flexible topology. The
X67 I/O system adapts to the architecture of the
conveyor line. Paired with B&R‘s free configuration
software, Fieldbus Designer, the I/O data can populate the controller tags and automatically define
input and output sizes, allowing the programmer to
work in his or her preferred software platform.
Furthermore, visual status indicators on the I/O
Maximum usability
modules and advanced status messages are delivThe conveyor I/O system was equipped with pre- ered immediately via the bus and produce detailed
assembled standard M12 connectors, which decreased diagnostic results. The system design features indicommissioning time and reduced the potential for vidual sensors and actuators per node, which makes
wiring errors. By switching to IP67-rated machine- troubleshooting simple and allows any faults to be
mounted I/O and M12 field-wireable connectors, the replaced using plug connections. The serial modules
number of M12 cordsets was significantly reduced.
are linked to Cofely Service’s automatic tag reader via
As required, the solution supported the use of Bagstage and I/O modules are linked to SCADA to
multiple network platforms so that the airport team help deliver diagnostic results. For maintenance and
could continue to work with the existing platforms. operation, additional savings were realized through
“The bus controllers could communicate between the integrated functionality of the X67 system.
different automation platform PLCs with a single I/O
The enhanced baggage handling solution for
module and we were able to achieve network scan Halifax Stanfield International Airport delivers a high
times of 1 ms,” Le Meur explains.
efficiency line with bag tracking that yields a very low
percentage of lost baggage. Since the solution’s
implementation there have been no complaints from
Enhanced diagnostics
the airport or its maintenance team.
Le Meur continues: “The I/O is easy to support, even
when integrated with a third-party master, due to the www.br-automation.com
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Remote I/O system plays key
role in pasta production
In the end-to-end production lines developed
by Anselmo for the manufacture of pasta,
u-remote is an essential component of the
distributed automation system. The outstanding performance of the remote I/O
system is seen to good effect in the Italian
machinery manufacturer‘s systems,
facilitating the seamless meshing of
production processes.

I

n the end-to-end production lines developed by
Anselmo for the manufacture of pasta, u-remote is
an essential component of the distributed automation system. The outstanding performance of the
remote I/O system is seen to good effect in the Italian
machinery manufacturer‘s systems, facilitating the
seamless meshing of production processes.
Countless varieties of pasta are now served all over
the world. So it‘s no wonder that Italian plant manufacturer Anselmo supplies its systems to customers
in a total of 25 countries on four different continents.
As the global leader in the design, construction and
installation of pasta production machinery, Anselmo
offers turnkey solutions that even include special
pasta packaging and storage systems.

Selecting the suitable I/O system
Durum wheat flour and water – these simple basic
ingredients have stimulated the creativity of chefs all
over the world. “In addition to high-quality raw
materials, good pasta production depends, above all,
on having state-of-the-art technology. To enable our
customers to produce perfect pasta, we are committed to modern production processes and the highest
standards of quality,” says Valter Clerica of Anselmo,
describing the aims of the Italian automation experts.
With this in mind, the entire automation architecture of the production plants was recently redesigned.
Starting with the inputs and outputs in the main
switch cabinet, which used to be local, Anselmo is
banking on systems with a distributed structure in
future. Distributed remote I/Os throughout the
production lines permit even more flexible plant design and thus allow customer requirements of all
kinds to be met to optimum effect.
“When selecting a remote I/O system suitable for the
redesign, Anselmo had three clear requirements: to
cut the amount of wiring, minimise installation time
and reduce the space required,” recalls Francesco
Papa of Weidmüller, who advises the Italian plant
manufacturer. “Our u-remote system made it easy for
us to fulfil these expectations. After analysing the
automation structure together, we were able to develop a solution with Anselmo that has convinced right
from the beginning.”

Reliable plant performance under
all conditions
Depending on the type of plant, between six and nine
u-remote stations are used in Anselmo‘s production
lines. The high level of performance r equired in terms
of communication is delivered by field bus couplers
that comply with the Profinet-IRT standard and permit fast, high-precision synchronisation between the
I/Os, the control system and the moving parts of the
plant. The high-performance u-remote station bus
can handle up to 256 DIs/DOs in 20 µs. The resulting

i n d u s t ria l c o m m u n i c a t io n
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01 Remote I/O concept with
IP 20 focuses: tailored planning,
faster installation, safer
start-up, no more downtime
02 Anselmo is one of the global
leader in the design, construction and
installation of systems and machinery
for pasta production factories
short reaction time, rapid responsiveness and highprecision mapping of operations in the plant ensure
seamless meshing of p
 roduction steps.
In addition, the SIL-3 power-feed modules used
deliver additional advantages by allowing Anselmo
to easily setup distributed safety solutions. Using a
standard PLC and with standard station modules,
status messages may be exchanged and actuators are
shutdown safely in case of an emergency. A complex
functionality is thus realised in a very flexible way.

“We found u-remote to be a highly innovative solution right from the outset. The compact, modular
structure of the system is ideal for our requirements in
terms of plant design, which despite all the scope for
standardisation always includes customer-specific
elements as well,” reports Valter Clerico of Anselmo.
“The experts from Weidmüller have given us excellent
advice on how to best set up, configure and position
the I/O stations for the various types of plant we
design. This allows us to focus all our attention on
network configuration.”

focus directly on the users: “u-remote” is distinguished by a plug-in connection level, high component density – as well as best performance – and
features high levels of efficiency and productivity.
The integrated web server simplifies starting up and
speeds up maintenance work. The distinctive
features include lean planning, simple installation,
fast start-up and the avoidance of downtimes. As
installation can be carried out without the need for
tools and the cabling is pre-assembled, a reliable
installation can be conducted much faster in the
switch cabinet as well as on the machine and system.
The single row connection level facilitates ease of
wiring, installation and service. The plug-in connection level allows for the quick and safe connection of
sensors and actuators with pre-assembled cables
while simultaneously minimising the error rate in
the system wiring. Thanks to very slim modular
design of just 11.5-mm module width and a low
number of power-feed modules, switch cabinets
with “u-remote” can be designed significantly smaller while increasing flexibility in their layout. A component can be replaced load-free during operation,
i.e. without having to interrupt the bus connection
and disconnect the power supply.

Advantages of the remote I/O system

Impressive electronic performance

With “u-remote”, Weidmüller presents its new, modularly designed remote I/O system. All advantages

The “u-remote” has two features that make it stand
out as best in class: First, “u-remote” separates the

Comprehensive solutions for industrial
connections
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“u-remote” HD modules

03 Valter Clerico, Electrical and Automation Department Manager from Anselmo, and Weidmüller’s
Francesco Papa are pleased with their successful
partnership
supply for inputs and outputs with two 10-A current
paths capable of handling heavy loads – this reduces
the number of power-feed modules needed and at
the same time saves space as well as planning and
maintenance effort. Secondly, “u-remote” has an
internal supply path capable of handling heavy
loads, which allows 64 modules to be operated with
just one power supply on the coupler. The “u-remote” I/O system has freely selectable sensor
connection options (2-, 3-, 4-conductor technology).
It can be operated in a temperature range from -20 to
+60 °C. The high-speed system bus provides impressive electronic performance and works with as many
as 256 DI/DOs in 20 µs. LEDs on the module and
each channel, directly positioned on the conductor
connection, are extremely helpful for reading statuses and diagnoses. Protection again mismatched
connections thanks to 64+4 coding, a wide range of
marking options, a professional software tool for
planning and checking the I/O station, and much
more enhance the perfectly attuned system.

About
Company name: Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Headquarters: Detmold, Germany
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Products: products, solutions and services in the industrial
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04 The high-performance u-remote station bus
can handle up to 256 DIs/DOs in 20 µs
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Following the successful launch of “u-remote” at the
end of 2013, Weidmüller is once again raising the bar
in modern I/O technology with new HD modules.
HD stands for high density and the abbreviation is
not used without good reason: four lines with wire
cross-sections of 0.14 to 0.32 mm2 can be connected
to every single HD connector, producing 32 connection points on what is already the narrowest module
width on the market – just 11.5 mm. This gives the
“u-remote” a connection density never achieved before and makes possible a much smaller design than
that used in all alternative systems with a comparable
range of functions. Connection density, of course, goes
hand in hand with system structure flexibility: there is
enough room on these new HD modules for all the
wiring for eight individually pluggable sensors or actuators. On all other systems currently available, these
would have to be distributed over several modules.
And this is the very area in which Weidmüller is
developing the superior handling concept of “u-
remote”. The resulting plug & play solution for the HD
connectors is very simple but embodies very sophisticated technology and allows for quick and reliable
installation in tight spaces in local applications.
Working with pre-assembled lines in connectors
whose maximum dimensions match those of a standard M8 connector results in fewer wiring mistakes
despite the considerably faster assembly times.
Entire machine modules can be wired much faster
and taken into productive use far more easily. So it’s
obvious that maintenance and tooling work are also
much more straightforward.
photographs: ornaments fotolia

www.weidmueller.com
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Profinet is growing “wings”
Christian Gieseler

Up to now, Profinet has mostly been used in factory
automation. Optical fibre enable other areas to profit
from this standard as well, however, e.g. the process
industry and wind power. Optical fibre can be used to
reliably link plants even across 100 km and more. The
technical options are hardly limited at all.

Author: Dipl.-Ing. Christian Gieseler,
development, eks Engel GmbH & Co.
KG in Wenden, Germany
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P

rocess Field Network, in short: Profinet, is an
open standard for industrial data communication
based on Ethernet-TCP/IP. Profinet, including its
versions CBA (component-based automation) and
IO (Input-Output = local peripherals) is standardised
in the standards IEC 61158 and IEC 61784. This is
generally a further development of the tried and
tested concept of the fieldbus system Profibus for
applications where quick data communication is
required via Ethernet in combination with industrial
IT functions. This way, the entire range of automation
all the way to cycle-synchronous motion control
applications via Isochronous Real-Time (IRT) can be
covered.
While Profinet CBA was designed for componentbased data communication including real-time
requirements in machine and plant construction,
the IO-version serves to connect the local peripherals – via which components such as sensors and
actuators are linked – to programmable logic controllers (PLC). The applications of Profinet IO are
structured in three conformity classes, as are the
requirements for the automation and network devices. The certifications are performed by a test lab
accredited by the international umbrella association
Profibus & Profinet International (PI). This not only
ensures the r espective necessary function but also
that devices from different manufacturers will work
together easily.

Simple Project Planning of the Plants
In conformity class A, only automation devices are
certified; classes B and C, which mostly differ by the
IRT function, also include network components. All
Profinet devices must support, among others, protocols such as SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) and LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol)
– in addition to the Profinet stack through which the
communication with the Profinet Controller (PLC or
soft PLC) is running. In addition, the devices must be
able to be integrated into automation systems such
as TIA (Totally Integrated Automation) and Codesys
Optical fibre can be used to reliably connect plants to a
Profinet network even across very larger distances, as
necessary e.g. for oil production platforms

via GSDML files (General Station Description Markup Language). This way, simple project planning for
the plants is possible, as well as comfortable
management of a network – from configuration to
diagnosis to e xchange of devices.

Data Rates up to 40 Gbps
Both copper cables and optical fibre cables are
approved for wiring of the IT infrastructure – as is
Wireless LAN in conformity class A. Optical fibre are
made up of a core and a jacket that are firmly connected and that only differ by the refractory index depending on type. The diameter of an optical fibre core is
between 9 and 1,000 µm and may thus be ten times
smaller than that of a human hair. Nevertheless, this
medium is superior to the much thicker and more
expensive copper cables in many respects. Data rates
of up to 40 Gbps are no problem with optical fibre, and
distances in excess of 100 km can be bridged easily, as
mentioned above. Apart from this, light is not influenced by electrical or magnetic interferences, so that
optical fibre conductors can be placed in direct proximity to power lines or other electromagnetic sources.
Even lighnting strikes into the wires will not pose any
danger of destruction to the connected devices.
The companies combined in the Automatisierungsinitiative Deutscher Automobilhersteller (AIDA)
have prescribed Profinet as a standard for networking of their plants. For data communication via optical fibre, they rely on Polymeric Optical Fibre (POF),
a pure plastic fibre that can be connected without
any special tools at all – the only thing needed is a
sharp knife and fine-grained abrasive paper. However, POF can only bridge about 100 m, which is usually
quite enough in factory automation.

About
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01 The Industrial
Ethernet-Switch e-light
2MA meets the
requirements of the
Profinet conformity
class B and supports
the monitoring system
“FiberView”

02 industrystandard splice
boxes like FIMP
enable machines to
be decentralized
connected to
Profinet networks
Professional Installation of
the Optical Fibre
For distances up to 5 km, multimode fibres offer an
economically efficient alternative to single-mode
fibres with which data communication across 100 km
and more is possible. Cables already applied with
plugs and delivered with dampening protocol are
available, but recommended only for well-accessible
cable routes and distances of a few hundred m.
Profinet permits networks to be built in line, tree
and star topologies, as well as redundant, highly
available ring structures. To connect the automation
units to the switches or media converters that
convert electrical signals into optical ones and vice
versa, industry-standard splice boxes offer a practical alternative. With them, the central handover
point that is usually placed in 19“ control cabinets
can be brought closer and thus locally to the
machines. Furthermore, patch cables can be used,
permitting different plugs.
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

Condition Monitoring of the Optical
Fibre Routes Ensures Safety
For optical data communication, the switches and
media converters provide a budget – the difference
between transmission output and reception sensitivity - with which the dampening required depending
on the type of optical fibre route can be bridged.
However, this will often increase slowly over time,
e.g. due to loose connection elements, dust and dirt,
moisture or mechanical stress. Before now, this
could only be found out with elaborate measurements such as optical reflectrometry. Modern
network management systems can display the status
of the active components, but not the condition of
the optical fibre routes.
“FiberView” is a monitoring system that has been
developed specifically for this task and that can be
used in Profinet networks as well. It consists of a
hardware/software combination that is integrated
into the switches and that monitors the budget of the
respective optical fibre route continually per port.
LEDs, and/or an additional user interface that can be
accessed via the web-interface, display whether the
budget is in the green, yellow or red a rea. At yellow, it
is just barely in above the defined system reserve.
This early warning level can be signalled via a potential-free contact or centrally a ssessed via the Profinet
controller.

Reliable and Versatile
The functions available in the open Profinet
standard are structured into conformity classes A, B
and C, depending on the application scenario.
Since the automation devices and – in classes B and
C – also the network components must be certified,
the r equired functions and the interoperability of
products from different manufacturers is ensured.
Optical fibre, which is an integrated part of the
Profinet concept, as well as active and passive optical network component‘s, not only permits a highly
reliable data transmission, but also a variety of
applicationsbeyond factory automation.

www.eks-engel.com
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Quality cheese production
with AS-i communication
F

romagerie Bel markets its five star brands,La
Vache qui Rit, Mini Babybel, Kiri, Leerdammer,
Boursin, as well as other local brands with a strong
image, on five continents. The Group recently
approached for an industrial project at its Cléry-lePetit site in the Meuse, which processes 110 million
litres of milk and produces 12,000 tonnes of cheese
per year. Indeed, designs and installations of numerous systems based on tried and tested technologies
were used to produce various kinds of cheese. Its
equipment is currently used in cheese production
processes marketed throughout the world.

How to enrich the protein value

At its Cléry-le-Petit site in the Meuse,
Fromagerie Bel wanted to add an extra
protein constituent to the milk collected
locally to guarantee consistent quality of
the cheese produced. A new system based
on fieldbus controlled hygienic process
valves was installed. Bürkert supplied
180 control heads to be fitted to the
valves. These instruments support
AS-i communication.

To solve this problem, new vats were installed. Flow
management is handled by fieldbus controlled valves.
Bürkert, manufacturer of measuring and flow control
equipment, supplied the series 8681 control heads,
offering control and diagnostic safety thanks to the
remote visualization of the position of the valve.
Among others, it is possible to eliminate water
hammer in the pipework thanks to the opening and
closing speed settings of the valve. Furthermore,
IP 65/67 tightness in accordance with the EN60529
standard is guaranteed by the fact that the control
head is no longer opened on site after commissioning (magnetic control key) and thanks to its pressurization. These instruments also offer the possibility
of AS-i communication. This project has thus
enabled the standardization of the control heads on
every valve used on the site. In total, 180 control
heads were supplied. AS-Interface (Actuator Sensor
Interface, AS-i) is an industrial networking solution
used in automation systems. It is designed for connecting simple field I/O devices in discrete manufacturing and process applications using a 2-conductor
cable.

Control heads for aseptic environments
The series 8681 control head was developed for the
decentralized automation of sanitary globe, butterfly
and ball process valves. It complements the control
heads, digital positioners and process controllers by
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Bürkert and is used to equip automation facilities for
the dairy and other food and beverage industries.
This universally adaptable control head is particularly
suited to aseptic environments thanks to its hygienic
design, its protection rating and its resistance to chemical cleaning products. In the context of decentralized
automation concepts with fieldbus communication
protocols, the control head executes all pneumatic
commands, position feedback functions and diagnostics. Depending on the process valve, it can control up
to three pneumatic chambers separately.
The positions of the process valve are checked by
the control head via an inductive analogue position
sensor. After installing the control head on the valve
actuator, the positions of the valve are determined automatically by a teach-in function, which eliminates
any need for configuration and manual adjustments.
The opening/closing time of each pneumatic
chamber is checked and adjusted individually for
two circulation directions thanks to a flow limiter
function integrated in the pilot solenoid valve. Moreover, a check valve prevents opening/closing of the
valve in the event of back pressure. Independently of
the electric power supply, each pilot solenoid valve
can be switched manually with a manual mechanical
control. The encoded and patented manual magnetic control is used during valve maintenance to switch
the actuator without having to open the control head,
which prevents any pollution inside the head.
In addition to the electrical duplication of the valve
positions in the controller, a large format visual luminous color display unit signals valve positions, operating errors, anomalies in communication with the bus,
mechanical blockages in the valve, etc. Internal diagnostic data are signaled visually, archived in the memory and can be read in detail with a smart phone or PC.

Instant visual diagnostics
The decentralized automation of process valves
offers a number of advantages. Compared with a

About
Company name: AS-Association
Headquarters: Gelnhausen, Germany
Membership: more than 350 member companies worldwide, established: 1991
Products: industrial network solution for automation
systems

Flow management is ensured by valves, controlled by
fieldbuses

s olenoid valve block in a centralized control cabinet,
control heads mounted directly on to the actuator
simplify planning, installation, start-up and maintenance by reducing the connections required. The
switching time and consumption of pilot air are
minimized thanks to very short pipes between the
pilot solenoid valve in the control head and the
pneumatic actuator.
The control head enables instant visual diagnostics
of valve status by color coding (Open/Closed/Error)
that can be seen from 100 m distance. Designed using hard-wearing synthetic materials, it enables preventive maintenance thanks to the archiving of usable data on PC. The useful life of the system is increased by an inductive non-contact sensor, as well
as by the IP 67 protection rating, pressurization and
self-ventilation of the head.
Communication is easy thanks to Bluetooth via
smart phone and/or PC. The hygienic design eradicates any risk of external contamination. Maintenance is safe and facilitated by external magnetic
activation. Start-up times are reduced by the self-setting limit switches with autotune function. Switching
is secure thanks to the pneumatic solenoid valves.
photographs: teaser fotolia

www.as-interface.net
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Application-specific cables
for worldwide use
Dr. Wilhelm Engst

Wherever control, energy or motor lines
are used in complex systems, such as robot
production systems or container ports,
reliability is a top priority. But how do you
find the right cable for the corresponding
application which simultaneously provides
maximum reliability?

Cables have been systematically grouped together in
the category of „passive electromechanical construction elements“ and usually they are designed as
classic round or flat cables, which appear to be very
similar to each other at first glance. However, looking
more closely, you will discover there are considerable
differences and a wide range of variants. The spectrum spans energy cables, machine control cables,
bus cables, system cables, low-frequency and high-
frequency cables, fiber-optic cables and many more.

From internal design to outer jacket

C

ables are often overlooked. They are round, flat or
even coiled – and in many cases, no one really
pays attention to them. However, if their functionality is restricted, this may cause severe consequences
and high costs, for instance in the event of machine
downtime. Despite the use of wireless connection
technology, cables still represent the most secure
signal and power connections for many applications.
The range of applications for cables are manifold,
stretching from mechanical engineering and industrial automation to crane systems, conveyor technology design, and delicate medical technologies.
Cables and lines carry energy and information in
analogue or digital form, covering long or short distances, even in adverse environmental conditions.

Author: Dr. Wilhelm
Engst is the Managing
Director and CEO of
TKD Kabel GmbH

In many cases, cables represent intensely and
vigorously used, system-critical, electrical connection technology elements which are subject to a high
level of movement and are responsible for operating
complex machinery and systems. Designers and
developers must closely assess cables at an early stage
to minimize the risk of failure and prevent costly
system and machinery downtimes.
It is important to ask the right questions in order to
obtain the ideal cable solution. In this process, an
application profile and specifications that describe
the cables for the particular application as precisely
as possible are most vital. Parameters to consider
include the applicable power capacities, as well as the
ambient conditions in which power or data is transferred (e.g. mechanical, thermal and/or chemical
loads). Part of the solution kit is formed by cables and
lines with the most diverse internal components. They
are available in a host of designs and are equipped
with various shields, as well as different outer jackets.

Suitable for permanent movement
For applications with millions of flex movements, we
recommend finely to very finely stranded, highly
flexible copper conductors in conjunction with a
customized polyurethane (PUR) outer jacket. PUR is
ideal thanks to its extremely high mechanical
strength. The sheath material is most suitable for
energy supply chain cables that are permanently
subject to movement. PUR is the perfect sheath

C o m p o n e nts an d s o f t w a r e

About
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 aterial for engineering and robotics thanks to its
m
resistance to hydraulic fluids and mineral oils. PUR
can be individually adapted with additives, for
instance, to achieve high levels of Shore hardness
and extreme abrasion resistance.

Choosing the matching EMC shielding
In the event of strong electromagnetic interference,
cables can be protected using individual shielding
solutions. The spectrum ranges from braids and
sheets to complex, combined solutions that link a
variety of different shieldings. With regard to materials, we use classic copper as well as semiconductor
materials and special, highly permeable (high degree of magnetization) alloys.
Excellent EMC shields involve the art of directly
suppressing the development and spread of unwanted signals. The mere length of cables means they are
at the risk of electromagnetic interference. Comparatively long cable applications potentially result in a
coupling of magnetic and electrical fields which may
induce unwanted signals to cables. Customized
shield solutions directly target this “antenna effect”.

Check relevant cable standards and
certificates in advance
Certified safety is a further aspect that plays an
essential role in choosing the right cables. Cables
tested by VDE are very common. A multitude of cable
standards and certificates demonstrate how sophisticated this approach is: the list of cable products
tested by VDE is very long and extensive.
If you are considering exports to North America,
the UL (Underwriters Laboratories) and CSA (Canadian Standards Association) certificates apply. These
represent absolutely mandatory elements for overseas markets. Many North American regulations are
derived from the “National Electric Code” (NEC)
which contains electrical system standards and

The cable and line portfolio with UL/CSA certificates
complies with the strict safety and fire protection
directives applicable on the North American market

focuses on special fire protection. The FDA certificate (Food & Drug Administration) is a further US
specification required in the sensitive medical and
food industries. This certificate mainly concerns the
use of dedicated jacketing materials.

Worldwide presence regarding
production and cable assembly
We provide a large portion of cables required as standard products. Unique applications call for customized, special-purpose solutions. Even delivery can be
different: Cables can be packed and delivered in
many different ways. We offer coils, drums, rings or
barrels, depending on the cable types, the processing
and the local conditions. We also offera ssemblies
that h
 ave been universally designed and are suitable
for multiple applications.
TKD Kabel is among the world‘s largest suppliers of
cables, cable accessories and fully-assembled,
plug&play cable systems. Target markets include
industrial, conveyor technology, as well as the drag
chain applications. The company offers a diverse variety of services. TKD can rely on the global expertise
and manufacturing depth of its parent company TKHGroup. TKD works particularly closely with its affiliates, TKH Connectivity, providing over seven production and four cable assembly sites around the world.

www.tkd-kabel.de
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Redundant power supply
up to the load
Anja Moldehn

In systems with the highest safety
requirements, redundant power supplies
and active redundancy modules ensure
that the failure of a power supply unit does
not result in downtime. Here, potential
sources of error, from the supply cable
and power supply to the load, should
also be monitored.

L

aunching a new process in the process industry
always involves some significant challenges. How
can reliable plant or system operation be tested,
where just one minute of downtime has an impact to
the tune of several million euros? This is why Zeton
B.V., based in Enschede, The Netherlands, develops
and builds pilot applications that create a bridge between test systems set up in chemical laboratories
and the commercial production of new or improved
products. The company only uses high-quality products in a redundant topology in the systems it builds.
Certification according to ATEX as well as ACB tech-

Author: Dipl.-Ing. Anja Moldehn,
Marketing Communications,
Power Supplies Business Unit,
Phoenix Contact Electronics
GmbH, Bad Pyrmont, Germany
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nology are the decisive reasons for selecting power
supplies and redundancy modules from Phoenix
Contact.
Renowned customers from various sectors – such
as the chemical, oil & gas industry and plastics technology – use pilot systems from Zeton to introduce a
new refinery process, for example. “Of course, a high
level of secrecy is required”, explains Hans Jurgen
Koele, Project Manager with Zeton B.V. “Only a
detailed, precise emulation of the process will

provide the necessary information about its principle of operation and regarding optimization poten-

About
Company name: Phoenix Contact Electronics GmbH
Headquarters: Blomberg, Germany
Turnover: €1.64 billion in (2013)
Employees: over 13,000 worldwide
Products: products and solutions for all aspects of
electrical engineering and automation

tial”, he adds. The project engineers from Zeton have
the necessary process know-how. The engineering
and construction are also done in Enschede.

The pilot plant requires 750 kW to
operate it
An example for the dimensions of the abovementioned pilot plant is a completed project, where a
completely new process is being implemented.
After a construction time of about nine months, the
two large function blocks are nearing completion.
They are already impressive at a height of 41 m; how-

The 24 V power supplies must
always function perfectly even
under adverse conditions.
ever, the future production system will have a significantly larger footprint. Just this pilot plant alone
requires 750 kW to operate it. In Enschede, the test
runs focus on testing the general process, for
instance, whether all of the valves and controls operate perfectly. Generally, the pipes are filled with
water, nitrogen and air, as customers themselves will
test the actual chemical reactions at a later date. A
The distributed control cabinets ensure a high degree of
plant availability as a result of the redundant configuration and the active redundancy module
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014
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All individual components are
redundantly implemented
One or several distributed control cabinets are
installed for each module, which are responsible for
the processes in this plant area. All of the individual
components, from the primary power supply to the
wiring for the various loads are redundantly implemented. To supply the distributed control cabinets,
two power supplies with 24 V DC and 10 A are connected in parallel on the output side. If one of the
power supply units develops an internal fault or if the
primary power supply fails, then the second device
automatically takes over and completely supplies the
loads. The power supply units are dimensioned so
that the complete current demand of the connected
loads is covered by just one module in all operating
states. In each of the thirty distributed control cabinets, there are two Phoenix Contact Quint Power
power supplies and one Quint Oring redundancy
module with 24 V DC and 2 x 10 A to supply the electronics.

Long service life of the redundant
supply

01 The pilot plant is a precise emulation of the
commercial plant – from the valves to the process
control system
 ilot plant of this size, in which 2,500 inputs and
p
outputs must be monitored, represents a significant
investment. “As a consequence, it goes without saying
that only high-quality components are used. Production downtimes would be very expensive or, depending on the particular process, could even result in
destruction of plant sections”, explains Ruud Mennink, Control Systems Lead Engineer for this project.
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014

The power supplies are decoupled so that the load is
not influenced by a short-circuit at the output of one
of the power supplies or in a feeder cable from the
power supply to the decoupling diode. Ruud Mennink selected another solution here, which results in
a significantly higher operational reliability. “Instead
of the usual decoupling diodes, we use Quint Oring
modules from Phoenix Contact.” This involves an
active redundancy module, whose function extends
beyond simply decoupling the power supplies.
The ACB technology (Auto Current Balancing) provides another advantage. This technology doubles
the service life of the redundant power supplies by
ensuring that both are evenly utilized. „The load
current is symmetrically distributed between the two
power supply units, which was a decisive criteria for
us when selecting the Quint Oring module“, explains
Ruud Mennink. When modules are used without
ACB technology, as a result of dissymmetry, one
power supply unit feeds the load by itself, while the
other device remains in the idle state. This results in a

C o m p o nent s a n d S o f t w a r e

high thermal load for the active power supply and
therefore faster aging and a lower service life. If both
modules are loaded symmetrically and operate with
only half the current, then the operating temperature
is significantly lower. This significantly increases the
service life of the redundant supply. Quint Oring
modules are suitable for voltages from 18 to 30 V DC.
Designed for use in harsh industrial environments
with temperatures from -25 °C up to 70 °C, MOFSETs
(metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor)
are used for decoupling instead of conventional
Schottky or silicon diodes. This alone means that
energy consumption can be slashed by up to 70 %.

All of the electronic modules are coated
Six Quint Power power supply units are installed in a
central control cabinet and are decoupled using
Quint Oring modules. In this case, the components
do not have to be certified for operation in hazardous
zones, as this part of the plant is pressurized to pro-

tect it against dangerous gases. However, certification according to ATEX for Zone 2 is required for all
of the components installed in the distributed
control cabinets. Phoenix Contact uses dip coating to
provide optimum protection for all of the components mounted on the PCB. Unlike spray coating, dip
coating also completely coats through-hole mounted
components, such as bridge rectifiers and power
semiconductors – as well as the lower side of components, hollow spaces and the edges of PCBs.
In addition to the usual industrial approvals, the
dip-coated modules and redundancy modules are in
conformance with EN 60079-15 (ATEX directive).
They may be used in hazardous zones where 3G
category equipment is required. The modules are
also IECEx certified. For the American market, Quint
Power devices comply with UL standard ANSI/ISA
12.12.01 as well as with Class I, Division 2, Groups A,
B, C and D (hazardous locations).

www.phoenixcontact.com

02 Zeton B.V., located in Enschede, The Netherlands,
develops and produces pilot plants, which accompany
process technology applications until they are ready
to go to market
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Robot automatically connects
cables using vision system
Jean-Philippe Roman

Wiring electrical appliances such as lighting
modules is a dull task yet it requires
precision and absolute reliability as one
defective contact could cause malfunction
of the whole system. No wonder this task is
a perfect candidate for automation, as
robots can perform this task faster than
humans.
Author: Jean-Philippe Roman, Manager
Corporate Marketing, Allied Vision Technologies,
Stadtroda, Germany

S

ystem Robot Automazione (SRA), an industrial
robotics company from Visano near Brescia
(Italy), has a long track record in designing and manufacturing automation systems for the lighting
industry. Its latest robot Syndy combines high-precision robotics with an advanced vision system that
makes it even more flexible and intelligent.

Universal wiring head offers full
flexibility
Syndy is based on a Kawasaki 6-axis robot providing
high accuracy and speed of movement. It rolls out
electric cable, cuts it, strips ends and connects them
fully automatically.
The arm of the robot is fitted with an innovative
wiring head designed by SRA. This sturdy and universal wiring unit is equipped with two wiring fingers. It can wire horizontal and 90° push-in terminals
as well as IDC terminals during the same operation
cycle. This capability allows equipping the same
lamp housing with all kind of standard components,
from different suppliers, and with both technologies.
This offers a high flexibility to luminary manufacturers as the system leaves them full freedom of choice
of their components.
The module to be wired is positioned in front of the
robot on a worktable by means of mechanical
centering pins held by a static magnet system. The
flexible worktable is quickly set up: reference and
fixing elements for the device are easily positioned
without tools thanks to the holes matrix and the
magnetic fixtures.

Cameras ensures perfect connections
Syndy is available with an optional vision system
featuring a Manta G-046B monochrome camera
from Allied Vision Technologies. Once the lighting
module has been positioned on the worktable, the
image processing application checks that it is
correctly positioned and that all components to be
connected are present. Should the system detect

Machine Vision

On the wiring head a Manta digital camera from Allied
Vision Technologies provides an error-free connections

 eviations from a memorized reference master, a
d
visual indicator alerts the operator and anomalies
are displayed on a screen. The wiring process cannot
be started as long as the problems have not been
solved. This preliminary inspection ensures that the
preset positions of the arm will perfectly fit with the
device to be wired.
An even more advanced version of the system
consists in analyzing the actual position of each
component and adjusting the wiring program
accordingly. That way, the robot adapts to variances
in the module’s geometry that may occur during the
manufacturing process within specific tolerances.

Never a problem
The AVT Manta G-046B is a rugged industrial camera
with XGA resolution (780 x 580 pixels) and a GigE
Vision interface. It delivers 67 fps at full resolution.
With the Gigabit Ethernet interface, cable length is
no issue to connect the camera at the end of the arm
to the system’s host PC.
“We selected this camera because it offers the right
accuracy and high-speed image capture thanks to its
high frame rate”, explains Marino Chiappa, Sales
Manager of SRA. “The Manta offers the best price/
performance ratio in my opinion. We have been
working with AVT cameras for 20 years now and never experienced any problems”.
Image S, Allied Vision Technologies distribution
partner in Italy, provided all optical hardware components including the Manta camera. The images are

processed using Cognex Vision Pro software. Cognex
is an AVT certified vision software partner and supports AVT cameras for an easy system integration.
Syndy is available in various configurations
depending on the number and the nature of the tasks
to be performed by the robot, including testing the
electrical connections. Shortly after its market introduction, it has already been successfully implemented
at leading manufacturers of luminaries. “Thanks to
this advanced automation system, manufacturers of
luminaries around the world can secure the quality
and reliability of their products while improving
productivity by eliminating the need for a final quality
inspection and potential corrections”, says Chiappa.

www.alliedvisiontec.com

About
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Variable object sensors detect
irregular objects
Dieter Eßlinger

The detection of objects with changing
shapes and dimensions, optical detection
with selective light beams becomes a challenge. Retro-reflective photoelectric sensors
with light-band detect everything safely
and reliably and carry out this task. This
technology has numerous advantages in
many applications, especially in packaging
systems and intralogistics.

Author: Dieter Eßlinger, product
marketing manager, Leuze electronic
GmbH + Co. KG, Owen, Germany

I

f objects have inclined or curved shapes or surfaces
with cutouts and holes, irregular edges or variable
heights, optical detection with selective light beams
becomes a challenge. In practice, such cases are varied and occur in nearly all industries. While different
object heights and container formats can be handled
relatively easily as long they are known, it is a much
more difficult task with heterogeneous objects. Typical examples from practical experience include damaged pallets – where boards may be missing – or
stacked products with overhanging or protruding
elements. To all of the non-cubic objects that are
transported on the conveyor systems used in intralogistics or in packaging systems, whether machine
components or shrink-wrapped pallets with variable
external shape, presence monitoring and positioning
applications with standard sensors are difficult and
complex.
This also applies for objects with interrupted
surfaces, especially when they are of varying size and

Machine Vision
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with irregularly distributed openings. Light scanners
and photoelectric sensors, which are otherwise the
sensors of choice, must then be arranged in a complex manner and often used in combination in order
to detect the front edges of the objects that are to be
identified. The innovative light-band of the RK 46C
VarOS sensors brings this to an end.

Sensors with light-band - in principle a
retro-reflective photoelectric sensor
The main advantage of the sensors with light-band is,
compared to alternative, standard sensor concepts
with combined transmitter and receiver modules,
they considera-bly reduce material and installation

01 Reliable detection of pallets of varying sizes
At first glance, the light-band sensors function in the
same way as the familiar retro-reflective photoelectric sensors of the 46 series. This is due primarily to
the same compact housing shape of the entire series
– but also because no special reflectors are required;
here, the 40 × 60 mm or 100 × 100 mm standard

Whether nonuniform, non-cubic, irregular or variably changing
object shapes – the variable object sensors detect everything
costs. Instead of combinations of multiple individual
photoelectric sensors, small light barriers or
complex, multiple switching configurations, now a
single light-band sensor suffices. With this, Leuze
electronic demonstrates in concrete terms how
Smarter Application Know-How can be advantageously implemented for the user in technology and
in practice.
The special feature of the VarOS is a specially developed Fresnel lens that, instead of discrete laser
beams, generates a very homogeneous light-band
(red light) with a con-siderable width of 45 to 60 mm.
This makes possible the reliable detection of objects
variably over the entire width of the light-band with
just one sensor. The sensor reacts to all objects that
appear within the light-band depending on the
taught sensitivity (resolution). It doesn‘t matter
where the light-band is broken by the object.
Reliable detection of laminate panels of varying sizes

r eflectors can be used. Last but not least, the use of
identical parts in the housing and electronics
components brings considerable advantages with
respect to production and, as a result, cost.

Maximum performance under rough
conditions
The VarOS makes two easily teachable, preset sensitivity levels available to the user (one standard setting
and one for increased sensitivity). Sensors can thereby be quickly and optimally adapted to object sizes
and surface properties. The first sensitivity level,
“standard setting”, is suitable for objects 12 mm and
larger. It offers a maximum operating range with
largest possible performance reserve in the event of
soiling or vibrations.
Typical areas of application include, e.g., pallet
applications. In the second sensitivity level, objects
8 mm and larger are reliably detected. This setting is
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 5/2014
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02 The RK 46C VarOS

variable object sensor also
reliably detects objects
with an irregular shape or
with cutouts and holes

also ideal, e.g., for objects with cutouts or holes or
depolarizing media, such as foils, and also delivers
maximum performance reserves even under rough
conditions. In addition, the sensor offers light/dark
switching through a teach function for adapting the
signal sequence to the control.

Individual adaption to the specific
application
In addition to the two preselectable sensitivity levels,
a so-called „easytune“ fine tuning function offers
further options for individually adapting the sensitivity of the sensors to applications with respect to
object sizes and transmission properties. With easytune fine tuning, the VarOS can be set so that it can
be used for the detection of transparent objects.
Another key feature of the sensors that contributes
to the highest possible process reliability and system
availability is ALC sensitivity readjustment (Auto

About
Company name: Leuze electronic GmbH + Co. KG
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Level Control). With this tracking function, the
sensors automatically correct their switching threshold during operation. Thanks to ALC, the maximum
performance reserve is available con-stantly even in
the event of soiling or changing environmental
conditions, thereby allowing the sensors to work
continuously with absolute reliability and error-free.

Easy handling and commissioning
In the foreground of the “brightvision” technology is
the simple alignment with the aid of the very bright,
highly visible red light. With the VarOS, this also
includes the special characteristics of the light-band.
A small gap in the middle (mid-gap) enables pinpoint
alignment, ensuring maximum edge tolerance, i.e.,
utilization of the light-band upward and downward.
In addition, the mid-gap technology prevents saturation precisely in this particularly bright area by

In addition to presence monitoring,
even positioning applications and
muting applications can be solved
r educing energy in the middle of the light-band. This
increases the light-band quality and, thus, the reliability during operation.
Especially advantageous as well is the A2LS active
extraneous and active ambient light suppression.
The sensors detect stray light and differentiate
between their own sensor signal and the interference
source.

www.leuze.com
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